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NES REPORT 
New ~ of Subjective Political Efficacy arxi Political Trust 

"Sense of political efficacy" ard the related cco::ept, "political trust", 
are two of the oldest ard JOOSt researched cx:incepts in modem survey research. 
Questions designed to measure them have been asked in every National Election 
Study (NES) since the 1950's. Yet, fran the start, there has been considerable 
confusion as to the nature of these very similar concepts arxi the distinction 
between them. The confusion is evident in many research reports which either 
disagree about "'1hat the NES questions measure or challenge their validity (see 
t«>rk by Abramson arxi Finifter, Muller et al. , IyeDJar, .1ukam arxi Seligson, Hill, 
Feldman, Miller et al., Citrin, Balch, Mc Pherson et al., Craig ard Maggioto, 
Acock et al., Finkel, arrl Shingles). With time, the meaning of the concepts has 
evolved arxl beccme 1rore precise. NES questions have becane increasingly inade
quate as theoretical interests an:i research needs expand. In the Spring of 
1987, the NES resporrled to these trerm in a pilot survey of a nationally repre
sentative sample. 'l11e survey tests new measures of efficacy an:i trust. 

The :pllI1X)Se of this ra:per is to clarify and develop the concepts arrl evalu
ate the firrlings of NES Pilot SUrvey. The paper: (1) begins with the now 
accepted distinction between "internal political efficacy" arrl "external poli
tical efficacy"; (2) examines the conceptual relationship between external pol
itical efficacy, political trust arxl a covering concept, "political support"; 
( 3) distir~iishes between two focal dimensions of each concept (regime arrl 
incumbents); (4) suggests the importance of the distinctions for political ac
tion; (5) reviews the criticism of older NES questions arxi (6) assesses the ccan
parative validity of new measures. The survey questions are evaluated on the 
basis of question wording, construct validation arrl criterion validation. 

THE DIMENSIONS OF SENSE OF POLITICAL EFFICACY AND POLITICAL TRUST 

The attitude, sense of political efficacy, is the expectation that par
ticiration in politics will be successful. It is generally recognized that 
political efficacy is a multidimensional concept. Numerous authors, often 
working with different data have suggested the importance of distinguishing 
between the dimensions now camoonly referred to as "internal political efficacy" 
arxl "external political efficacy" (Lane, 1959, p. 149; Gurin et al., 1969; 
Finifter, 1970; Muller 1970, Converse, 1972, p.334; Balch, 1974; House arrl 
Mason, 1975; Craig, 1979, 1981, 1982, 1984; Shingles, 1981, 1984, 1985; 1986a, 
1986b). Internal political efficacy (IPE) is that part of one's political 
efficacy which is attributed to one's self (i.e., self-confidence or internal 
:personal control). External political efficacy (F.PE) is the part which is at
tributed to objects in one's environment (e.g., other individuals, interest 
groups, government) which either facilitate or impede successful political 
action. 

Sense of external political efficacy, is highly related to "political 
trust". The concepts typically a.re so closely defined as to be indistinguish
able. Both are fonns of "political support" (positive affect for government). 
Tiley indicate confidence in government: the expectation of policy satisfaction. 
Unfortunately, this conceptual ambiguity has been largely ignored in most re-
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search The developnent of enpirical 1.rdicators Ntlch can effectively distin
guish between EPE and Political trust is Jmp:lSSible with:Jut a precise conceptual 
distinction. 

Ga1DSCl'l (1968), Easton and Dennis (1965, pp. 171-219; 1969, pp. 57-68) are 
aioong the few N¥l have tried to make the distincticn. Gam.son defines political 
trust as a belief in the basic integrity of goverrnent; it is the expectation 
that government will produce preferred outcanes Nliether or not citizens par
ticipate (1968, p.54). Political efficacy is the belief that citizen participa
ticn is effective. Eastcn's distinJuishes between bi«> foci of political sup
~: (1) effectiveness of citizens' inpits (supports and demams) in policy 
making and implementation and ( 2) satisfaction with policy outp.tts (the quality, 
efficiency and equity of government's response). Nlereas political trust focus
es solely on outp.its; EPE addresses both. As such, political trust is a can
ponent of EPE. EPE refers to whether one can carditicn policy outplts by making 
political inputs. Political trust does not require ~ts. As Gamson states, 
EPE is the perceived ability to act effectively. Political trust addresses the 
need to act. Trusting citizens need not participate in politics (\.lllless other
wise iootivated). Cynical citizens must act to protect their own interests. 

Ironically, political trust c:x:ntrirutes to a higher sense of external 
political efficacy and political cynicism l~rs it. Using alternatives to the 
traditional NES questions, Shingles (1981) and Craig (1984), have supported 
Gamson by dem:m.strating that political cynicism and high IPE encourage political 
action. Do political trust arrl EPE also make irrlividual contributions to polit
ical participation? can citizens be cynical and still think authorities are 
responsive? Does the ccmbination of political cynicism and high EPE encourage 
political action? SUch questions carmot be addressed with earlier NES surveys. 

Further distinction between types of EPE and types of political trust help 
us to explore these questions. t-bst useful is Easton's discussion of the ob
jects of political support. He identifies three objects: (1) the political 
canmun:ity (a self- identified people or geographical area), (2) the regime 
(broad procedural rules and institutions for making arrl implementing public 
policy) and (3) authorities (the specific irrlividuals and political parties in 
office who carry out these tasks). The regime and its incumbents constitute 
"government". The "political system" consists of the government and the polit
ical commun.1 ty. The 1987 Pilot survey contains questions designed to measures 
all three objects of political support. For incumbents and the regime, the 
questions attempt to further distinguish between the foci of support, trust and 
efficacy. 

Figure 1 presents four kims of government support defined in terms of 
objects and foci. The figure differentiates between the hi«> foci of support, 
inputs and outputs, and the tw::> objects of government support, incumbents and 
the regime. Together, objects and foci define tw::> kirx:is of EPE - "incum
bent-based efficacy" (!BE) and "regime-based efficacy" (RBE) - and tw::> kirx:is of 
political trust - "incumbent-based trust" (IBT) and "regime-based trust" (RBT). 

Inctmlbent-Based Efficacy is the belief that authorities will find it in their 
CMl'1 interest to respond to citizen demarrls and that they are personally capable 
of doing so (the incumbents' internal political efficacy). It refers to both 
the incumbents' rootivation (e.g., the desire to remain in office, policy orien
tations, partisan.ship, group loyalties and personal integrity) and personal 
ability (e.g. ,intelligence, knc:Mledge, skills). Three questions in the 1987 
Pilot survey provide distinct measures of !BE. They are: (l} "Candidates for 
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office are only interested in people's votes, not in their opinions", (2) "Poli
ticians are~ to· be the servants of the people, but too many of them 
think they are our masters" and (3) "Generally speaking, those we elect to 
plblic office lose touch with the people pretty quickly". 

Incumbent-Based Trust is un::zu,alified faith that inc\mlbents will protect the 
plblic interest. It taps the same perceptions of !ncumbent's canpetence as 
EPE, but focuses on a single iootivatian: personal integrity. Politically trust
ing iBiividuals expect policy satisfaction whether they participate in politics 
or not. They assume that authorities kncM what is in the public interests and 
act out of a high sense of public regardiDJness, not narrcM partisan loyalties 
or self-interests. Political trust is thus one form of EPE. Three Pilot study 
questions provide unique measures the JOC>tivational basis of IBT: ( 1) "M::>St 
public officials can be trusted to do what is right without having to constantly 
check an them", (2) You can generally trust the people N10 run our government" 
and ( 3) ''When government leaders ll'0ke statements to the American people an 
television or in the newspapers, they are usually telling the truth". A fourth, 
canpetency, question correlates very highly with these variables and is largely 
distinct fran the other efficacy arrl trust dirrension. It is: "M::>St of the 
people running our government are well-;:zualified to harxUe the problems that we 
are facin;;J in this country". 

Regime-Based Eff i~ is the expectation that conventional rules arrl procedures 
for policy fonnation and implementation facilitate (rather than impede) citizen 
inputs. It canprises beliefs about: (1) open and fair access to incumbents and 
(2) the external political efficacy of incum'bents. The latter refers to (a) the 
institutional-based pc:Mer of incumbents to implement the interests of the obser
ver arrl (b) the ~r of the ob.server to prevail over intransigent incumbents by 
dismissing them (elections, impeachment, recalls) or by seeking alternative, 
conventional modes of access (e.g., via separation arrl divisions of ~rs). 
RBE may be based on assessment of formal political institutions or broader 
cultural, social and econanic forces which influence the ability of government 
to function as intended. Three questions provide unique measures of RBE: (1) 
"There are many legal ways for citizens to successfully influence what the 
government does", (2) "U:rrler our fonn of government, the people have the final 
say about hCM the government is run, no matter who is in office" and (3) "HCM 
much attention do you feel havit)'J elections makes the government pay attention 
to what the people think - a good deal, some or not much?". 

Regime-Based Trust is the belief in moral integrity (legitimacy) of the basic 
principles upon which the government is founded. A person may be critical of 
the effectiveness or fairness of existiNJ political institutions arrl authorities 
while supporting the principles of government, claiJninJ government actions vio
late those principles. Two questions uniquely measure RBT: (1) "What ever its 
faults may be, the American fonn of government is still the best for us" arrl '(2) 
"I ~d rather live under our system of government than any other I can think 
of". 

[place Figure 1 here] 

Each of the four attitudes identified in Figure 1 may be based on either 
an assessment of specific attributes of authorities and political institutions 
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or diffuse, lCOJ term affect acquired earlier 1n life (Eastai, 1965, pp.273). 
Specific suwcrt is con::Utioned by governmental performance. Diffuse support is 
rX>t; it is a form of prejudice. For example, 1n the U.S., the nature of socia
lization usually guarantees that affect towards things "American" (e.g., 
American government) are positive. One must be careful rX>t to coo.fuse diffuse 
SUAX>rt with political trust. Although both refer to types of "uncon::lltianal 
SURX>rt", they differ in that diffuse support refers to the origins of an atti
tude an:i political trust refers to its content. 

Specific observations which affect IBE arxi IBT incllXSe assessments incum
bents' personalities an:i policies. A diffuse orientatioo which colors both is 
pirty identificaticm. RBE an:i RBT may be influenced by either a series of 
actual policies or by diffuse attachments to a variety of symbols represent!BJ 
the country (e.g., the flag), the office, (e.g., the Presidency), or vaguely 
'l.U'lderstood regime principles (e.g., deroc>cracy). In contrast to IPE, NU.ch is 
likely to be based on stable personality traits, EPE an:i political trust may or 
may not be stable, depen:ting upon whether they are diffuse or specific. Atti
tudes towards the regime are likely to be JOOre stable than attitudes tc:Mards 
incumbents. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIMENSIONS 
There are several advantages to distinguishing between the dimensions of 

subjective p'.)litical efficacy ar:rl political trust. First, it helJ?S to clarify 
the relationship between p'.'litical support, external political efficacy ar:rl 
political trust. Second, it makes possible JOOre refined estimates of lODJ term 
trerrls in public opinion. 'Third, the distinctions help to resolve what appear 
to be conflicting data on p'.'litical support amen] different groups. For ex
ample, it has been suggested that the reason a 1968 NES survey (Abramson, 1983, 
p.175n) finds whites to be higher on IPE than blacks, whereas a 1967 NORC survey 
(Shingles, 1981) finds the opposite, is because the traditional NES questions 
used to indicate IPE actually measure EPE (Shingles, 1984). Similarly, the 
reason why Gutterbock and London (1983) and Shingles (1981), using the same data 
set, find different levels of black support for government appears to be because 
the former uses questions which indicate IBE while the latter rrweasures RBE. 

Fourth and most prcrni.sing is the possibility that knc~dedge of the dimen
sions will further our understanding of how people choose to participate in 
p'.)litics. Muller and Jukam (1977} daron.strate the significance of the dis
tinction between incumbent-based support and regime-based support for variety of 
conventional and unconventional ioodes of political action. Shingles (1981} and 
Craig (1980) show EPE and IPE interact in influencing levels and types of polit
ical behavior. Craig (1984) explores the joint impact of IPE, regime support 
and incumbent support. 

Figure 2 presents a ioodel of likely relationshiJ?S between the four dimen
sions of goverrunent support and various types of political activity. The ac
tivities are organized 'UIXler ~ broad categories :pertaining to the JOOtives of 
the participants (Shingles, 1981): (1) allegiant/nonallegiant behavior (intended 
either to support or overthrow the regime) and (2) policy behavior (any attempt 
to effect the election or appointment of p.lblic officials or the actions of 
officials for the purpose of influencing policy;naking or policy-implementa
tion.). In the extreme, these~ categories becane indistinguishable. Blind, 
diffuse, support confuses policy behavior with allegiant behavior. Amo~ the 
very alienated, p'.'licy behavior is likely to beccme seditious. In be~, a 
variety of participatory styles are p'.)SSible deperrling upon the canbination of 
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political trust and political efficacy. These styles are further classified in 
Figure 2 according to whether or not they are ( 3) legal or illegal, ( 4) conven
tional (custana.ry) or unorthodox, and (5) violent or ncmviolent. 

Figure 2 is presented here to illustrate the potential significance of the 
dimensions of government support. Space does not penrlit detailed discussion of 
the IOOdel. Only a portion of it is relevant to the types of conventicmal. ac
tivity measured in NES SlU"Veys. The figure si..mmarizes key elements and proposi
tions of a theory of political participatioo. Several important assurrptions 
urrlerlie the irodel. First, for the sake of pars.iloony, each dimension is dicho
tanized into "high" and 11 lCM" support. Second, the ioodel is limited to incum
bent support and regime support. The effects of other types of political ef
ficacy are held constant: it is assumed that in:ilviduals have m:xiera.te to high 
levels of IPE and they think mlCOnVel'ltional and illegal tactics are effective 
(though not necessarily desirable or necessary). Third, it is assumed that 
political support contrirutes to a sense of civic duty to perform allegiant 
acts. Fourth, for policy activity, it is assumed that irdividuals are 100tivated 
by ane or more substantive policy issues which they think the goverITDel'lt is ad
dressing (ha-.iever inadequately) or should address. Fifth, with Verba and Nie 
(1972), it is assumed that activists vary in their participatory styles (the 
strategies and tactics they favor); ~r. with Barnes, Kaase et al (1979), it 
is further assumed that the escalation of strategy is typically cumulative: 
people add increasingly IOC>re costly tactics to their political action reper
tories i.mtil scmething works or they quit. Finally, with Muller and Jukam 
(1977), it is assumed that regime-support is much more important than incumbent 
support in the decision to use illegal, violent tactics. Clearly these assump
tions are not correct for all people, particularly the first four. Hc:MeVer, 
they are necessary to simplify the model. A long tenn research agenda is to 
develop and test the hyp'.)theses and assumptions of the model. 

The left han1 side of Figure 2 addresses which ccmbinations of attitudes 
are likely to contribute to conventional, legal, nonviolent policy activities 
(e.g., campaigning). RBT is least important. Irrlividuals who think the regime 
is illegitimate will use any tactic (conventional or unconventional) to change 
it. Low IBT provides a need to act, but does not create the necessary confi
dence that action will be effective. For individuals who do not trust incum
bents, a high sense of IPE is sufficient for moderate levels of conventional 
policy activity, but high levels require confidence in existing political in
stitutions (high RBE). TilOSe who are low on both IBE and IBT are roost likely to 
campaign to remove officials frcrn office. The 1987 Pilot survey permits a tests 
of these expectations. To the extent that the measures of IPE and the dimen
sions of political support differentiate be~ levels of campaigning, the data 
will testify to the utility of the dimensions; they will also indicate the 
validity of survey questions used to measure them. 

[place Figure 2 here] 

PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENT 
There are serious problems limiting any effort to empirically disti~sh 

among the dimensions of subjective political efficacy and political support. It 
is difficult to design survey questions which solely refer to incumbents and not 
the regime, or to the regime and not inCLUnbents, or to the individual's politi
cal skills and not to inCLUnbents or the regime. It is far more difficult to 
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create questions with the exact shades of meaning to differentiate between EPE 
arrl political trust. Two problems frustrate efforts to empirically distinguish 
aJJa'lg the attitudes. First, it is possible that the average citizen does not 
make such distinctions. To do so requires sane lcncMledge about regime princi
ples, specific government institutions and the records of illC'lDnbents. Polls 
suggest that many Americans lack this infonnatic:n. This means that they are 
likely to assess government on the basis of more diffuse, eootionally laden 
prejudices t<:Mard the nation arrl its symbols which were acquired during early 
socialization. Loyalty to one's CO\.IDtry may be irxiistinguishable fran ~rt 
for the regime or specific authorities. If this is the case, all attempts to 
measure separate dimensions will fail. One cannot measure that which does not 
exist. 

Second, assuming the attitudes ex.1st, it is difficult to empirically dis
tinguish among them, even with valid measures. A ccmron method of validating 
survey questions which are supposed to measure a single attitude is to demon
strate that they are 100re highly intercorrelated than they are correlated with 
questions measuring other attitudes. This procedure, factor analysis, assumes 
that the different attitudes themselves are not highly correlated. Where the 
attitudes are casually related the asstm1ption is likely to be violated. Such is 
the case with IPE arrl the dimensions of government support. Irxiividuals who 
believe that democratic institutions are legitimate aOO. effective may logically 
conclude that incumbents are forced to be responsive. Satisfaction with speci
fic incumbents is likely to lead to the conclusion that political institutions 
~rk and are the political system is legitimate. Successful efforts to in
fluence government may boost one's CMJ1 self-confidence (Finkel, 1985). Unsuc
cessful efforts may have the opposite effect (Shingles, 1973). All these rea
sons caution against expecting clear factor solutions for measures of IPE, RBE, 
RBT IBE and IBT. 

METiiOOOLOGY 
In the fall of 1986, a Working Group of Craig, Niemi aOO. Shingles was 

invited by the NES Board of Overseers to design aOO. test new measures of subjec
tive political efficacy and political trust. Many of the questions they ul
timately proposed are based on earlier pilots survey corrlucted separately by 
Craig and Shingles. Shingles pretested new questions in three surveys to which 
this report will occasionally refer. TileY are: (1) 185 students at VPI&sU 
during Winter, 1986; (2) 400 adults in the Roanoke Valley, Virginia the follow
ing Summer am. (3) 137 adults in the New River Valley, Virginia the next Winter. 
Many of the questions in the NES Pilot study are similar am., in some cases 
identical to, those tested earlier. The New River Valley (NRV) aOO. NES subjec
tive political efficacy and political trust questions are in most cases the 
same. 

The NES included all the :reccmnendations of the ~rking Group (along with 
most of the traditional NES eff ica.cy aOO. trust questions aOO. tWJ addressing 
"government responsiveness") in its Pilot survey. Descriptions of these items, 
their variable names aOO. the dimensions they are designed to measure are listed 
in Table 1. 'nle traditional NES efficacy, trust aOO. government responsiveness 
questions are indicated by the labels: "NESEFF", "NESTRUST" arrl "NESRESP". 

The final set of fifteen questions which are reccmnended to be included in 
the 1988 NES survey are indicated by asterisks in Table 1. 'They include only 
one traditional question (NESRESPl), although tWJ (IBEl aOO. IBE4) are nearly 
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identical to older questions. A fourth (IBT4) is different fran NESTRUST2 in 
that it substitutes "people in government" for the more ambiguous reference 
"government". This re}?Ort will address why certain questions were accepted arxi 
others were rejected. The criteria for acceptance are: (1) construct validity, 
(2) criterion validity arxi (3) face validity. The latter is less inp:>rtant at 
this stage since, with the exception of IBT, all questions included in the Pilot 
survey appear to measure the target concepts. 

The ~rkinJ group could not agree on which questions, if any, best measure 
IBT. This is due in part to an absence of a camion, conceptually distinct 
definition of IBT arxi in part to insufficient time for the group to coordinate 
its research before the September 25 deadline for sul:mittinJ re}?Orts. Niemi arxi 
Craig subn1tted a separate re}?Ort without the benefit of the firrlings presented 
here. I believe, had they seen them, the group might have reached greater 
consensus. The resJ?Onsibility for their failure to do so is entirely my own. 

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 
The 37 variables in Table 1 were subjected to several stages of factor 

analysis. The analyses were preformed on the entire sample of 346 (with list
wise deletion) and a subsample of 157 re5.P0ndents who scored above average on 
the Political Information index (described belc:M). To be accepted in the final 
recanrnerrlation, each variable had to contribute to distinct factor solutions for 
both samples. Only the results for the entire sample are presented here. At 
each stage of the factor analyses, variables were eliminated which either loaded 
}?OOrly on all factors (e.g., NESTRUSTl and RBT3) or loaded on DX>re than one. 
Many of the variables, especially those intended to measure IBT, loaded on 
multiple factors. 

The fifteen variables marked with an asterisks in Table 1 form five dis
tinct factors. !hese results are displayed in Table 2. The left hand side of 
Table 2 lists the variables and indicates the attitude each was intended to mea
sure. The top of the Table lal:Jels the derived factors. The correlation matrix 
fran which the solution was derived is presented in the Appendix. The data 
indicate a very stronJ relationship between intentions and results. The factor 
solution explains 62% of the variance. Given the difficulty of many res}?Ondents 
to distinguish between objects and foci and the casual linkages between the at
titudes, these results are truly remarkable. F.ach of the variables in Table 2 
loads very highly on one factor and has lc:M or negligible loadinJS on the other 
four factors. Weighted canposite indices have constructed by multiplyinJ each 
of the fifteen variables by their factor scores and stmaninJ. The correlations 
between the five indices are re}?Orted in Table 3. Only tw::> of the ten relation
ships are statistically significant (P ~ .01) and these are small, negative 
correlations (-.15 and -.13). The data clearly demonstrates the ability of 
resporrlents and the survey questions to distinJUish five distinct, attitudinal 
dirnens ions . 

INCUJDED VARIABLES 
The factors appear, on their face, to be stronJ irx:licators of IPE, IBE, 

IBT, RBE and RBT. Four proJ?OSed IPE questions ( IPEl, IPE2, IPE4, IPE6) are very 
highly intercorrelated in both samples (>.40). Only one of these, "I am quali
fied" (IPEl) has consistently significant correlations with questions interrled 
to irrlicate .POlitical support. Apparently "qualified" is interpreted by sane to 
mean legal qualifications. In all four questions, the respondent is unambig-
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uously the subject of the sentence. They measure a nice mix of general qualifi
cations to participate (IPEl, IPE4) and cognitive skills (IPE2, IPE6). 

A caveat is in order. One of IPE questions was not asked in the NES Pilot 
su.rvey as interrled. The Pilot question states "I am as well informed". The 
original question was: "I am better informed". The change may have been inad
vertent or it could have been done to ensure greater variance in response (the 
Pilot version is easier to agree with). Yet 46% of the New River Valley sample 
passed the m:>re difficult version. M:>re important, the "better informed" ver
sion loads highest on the IPE factor in the NRV data, whereas it loads lowest in 
the NES data. The reason the easier version performs \l«Jrse is because it is am
biguous. A respoooent may disagree that he is as well infonned as roost people 
either because he feels less well informed or because he thinks he is better 
infonned. The roc>re difficult version should be included in the 1988 NES survey. 

The three proposed IBE questions are also very highly intercorrelated 
(>.40). They have m:xlerate correlations with variables interrled to measure IBT. 
The subject of all three are people ~ rule or WJ\ll.d rule: "carrlidates for 
office", "politicians" and "public officials". The questions address a single 
topic: whether incumbents are inclined to resporrl to popular opinion. The 
proposed IBT questions fared ~rse. There are ~ reasons. First, (as shall be 
demonstrated belCM) many questions interrled to measure incumbent-based trust are 
ambiguous (they do not rule out institutional coercion). Secorrl, IBT and IBE 
are very similar concepts. Only three questions measure personal integrity, 
which is the essence of "political trust", and also form a distinct factor 
(IBT3, IBT4 and IBT7). Collectively, they measure the conviction that IIOSt 
incumbents are sufficiently trus~rthy and truthful that the average citizen 
need not monitor them. 

As in past surveys, the average respoooent had difficulty differentiating 
between regime am incumbents. Nevertheless, three proposed RBE questions 
formed a distinct factor ( RBEl , RBE4, NESRESPl) • One ( NESRESPl ) deals specif i -
cally with the effectiveness of elections. Another (RBE4) is carefully ~rded 
to distirquish between incumbents and regime and addresses the ultimate sover
eignty of people. The third (RBEl) deals with popular access to the policy 
making process. All tap a single topic: the effectiveness of American demo
cratic institutions. ~ proposed RBT ~estions appear to measure that dimen
sion (RBTl, RBT4). Although highly correlated with each other ( .39), they are 
largely unrelated to other efficacy and trust variables. Each states a prefer
ence for the American system of government. TI1ey are more broadly \'.Orded than 
the RBE questions am appear to tap faith in the legitimacy of the overall re
gime. 

The Question of Response Set. Face validity and construct validity alone do not 
prove the validity of the proposed indicators. TI1ey suggests that the questions 
are distinct measures of five separate attitudes (factors) which intuitively 
appear to be the target concepts. There is another, plausible explanation for 
the final factor solution: response set. Niemi's and Craig's concern with 
response set seems to have played an important part in their conclusion that 
distinct IBT and RBE factors are not possible. The third colunm of Table 1 
iooicates the direction of question ~rding, whether it is positive or negative 
in tone. All the questions can be classified except for NE'.5TRUST3 which is 
fairly balanced. The problem is this: the variables which comprise each of the 
final factors share the same sign. The final IBE variables are all negatively 
~rded. The final IPE, IBT, RBE and RBT variables are positively ~rded. 
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I do not believe response set is responsible for the factor solution. 
lbere are five reasons. First, negative arrl positive questions were deliberate
ly alternated in the interview. Nonnally, under these conditions, individuals 
who were in a resp:mse set mode w::mld contradict themselves arrl there ~d be 
very little correlation among their answers. Th.1s is clearly not the case. 
Second, response set is generally attributed to less well infonned respc>rx3ents 
who have a terxiency to answer questions which they cannot understarrl in the 
affirmative. TI-le factor solution reported in Table 2 has been successfully 
replicated for better infonned citizens. 

Third, if response set were the reason for the final factors, one ~d 
also expect the questions which have been rejected to be of the same sign. This 
is not always the case. All three rejected IPE arrl RBT variables share the same 
sign. Yet, UK> rejected IBE questions have positive signs arrl a third is nega
tive; the eight rejected !BT questions are evenly divided between positive arrl 
negative ~rding, arrl three of the rejected RBE questions are negative while the 
fourth is positive. 

Fourth, if direction of question ~rding were important, rejected variables 
of the same sign ~d be as highly intercorrelated as included variables. 
~ of internal reliability (Alpha coefficients) have been calculated for 
every category were there are n..u or ioore variables of the same sign. Table 4 
shows that for one of the categories, RBE, like-sign excluded variables are more 
consistent than the included variables. For IBT, the excluded arrl included 
variable sets have similar consistency. HCMeVer, for !PE, !BE and RBT the 
included variables are more reliable. Only for UK> of the five sets (IBT and 
RBE) is there any support for the "response set" hypothesis. This briIYJS us to 
the fifth reason: most of the excluded variables (including IBT and RBE) were 
not discarded because they loaded p::x>rly on factors defined by variables of the 
opposite sign. They were dropped because they loaded on more than one factor. 
Many of these same variables are ambiguous on their face. 

EXCLUDED VARIABLES 
This point is documented in Table 5. Table 5 provides correlations between 

the excluded variables arrl five composite indices measuring each factor in Table 
2. The three rejected !PE questions are highly correlated with accepted !PE 
questions. Yet, they also correlate with the IBE index (Thu of them signifi
cantly). In the case of the traditional NES question, this is understandable. 
NE.5EFF2 is really n..u questions in one: an affinnative answer could indicate 
that an individual feels personally incanpetent or that he thinks politics 
really are canplicated. The latter could indicate canplex issues, canplex 
institutional processes or evasive politicians. The other 'tW) questions ~ 
differ from accepted IPE questions in that they appear, on their face, to mea
sure social confidence or self-esteem. In the subsample of better infonned 
respondents, they fanned a separate factor. ~r self-esteem contributes to a 
tendency to defer to others, includinJ pubic officials. This w::mld explain why 
people who agree with these questions tend to think well of incumbents. 

Many of the rejected incumbent support questions correlate with the RBE 
iooex. On their face, the problem appears lie with ambiguous ~rding of the 
incumbent questions. For example, affinnative answers to the three rejected IBE 
questions could indicate a belief that officials are genuinely interested, 
carinJ and attentive or they could carmrunicate the opinion that officials are 
canpelled to canply or face retaliation at the polls. The same reasoning ap
plies to rejected IBT questions which correlate with RBE. Public officials' ef-
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forts to keep their campaign pranises (IBT9) or serve the public (IBT6) may be 
accredited to fear of electoral defeat. The traditional "trust goveinment" 
question (NESTRUST2) may be taken as referring to officials or institutions; the 
object of the sentence is not explicit. Likewise the "few big interests" ques
tion (NESTRUST3) says sanething about the iootivation of incumbents (they are 
selfish) an:i sanething about the distribution of pc:Mer in the United States. 
Notice that many of the rejected IBT questions are significantly related to the 
IBE index. Three (IBT2, IBT5, IBTB) are ioore closely correlated with IBE than 
IBT. This reflects the extreme similarity of the concepts. The difference 
between these itesns an:i those which were accepted are t"WJ: (1) the accepted IBT 
questions have lc:Mer correlations with IBE variables arxi (2) their \t«)roing irore 
explicitly measures a voluntary, personal integrity. 

Three of the rejected RBE questions are significantly correlated with the 
IBE index. 'Ibis too stesns fran ambiguous ~rd1ng. In RBE2, it is not clear who 
or what denies "the rest of us" power. It could be ineffective institutions or 
pc:Merful, but unresponsive officials. Similar reasoning applies to NESEFFl. 
RBE5 was designed to avoid this confusion. It perfonned well in the NRV survey, 
but not in the NES Pilot. M::ist resporrlents agreed with RBE2 ("voting is effec
tive"). It appears to tap a broad faith in defwcratic institutions, even pa
triotism. It is one of the only variable to have a significant correlation with 
the RBT irrlex. It is also the only rejected variable that is significantly 
correlated with the Patriotism irrlex (described below). Finally, the~ re
jected_RBT questions are more closely associated with IBE than the RBT irrlex. 
~rs to both were could have been affected by the Iran-contra scarrlal which 
occurred during the period surveyed. Sane resporxients may have interpreted the 
references to "goverrunent" in RBTl ("proud") arrl RBT4 ("make sane major chan
ges") to refer to incumbents rather than institutions. In short, the direction 
of question w:::irding had little to do with the rejection process. The data do 
not support the response set hypothesis. 

CRITERION VALIDATION 
Criterion validation provides an irrlependent method of verifying the nature 

of the five factors in Table 2. Ideally, the criterion variable selected for 
arrf one attitude would be hypothesized to correlate with that attitude, but no 
other (Gampbell arrl Fisk, 1959). A group of carefully selected criterions could 
discriminate among all the efficacy arrl trust dimensions. Only a few criterion 
variables are available in the 1987 NES Pilot SUrvey. M'.:lst do not meet th.is 
ideal. Hcwever, they offer strong additional evidence that the five factors 
measure the target concepts. Three types of criterions will be discussed: (1) 
attitudes, (2) objective attributes arrl (3) campaign activity. Data for the 
first two are found in table 6. 

Other Attitudes. 
An excellent criterion for Internal Political Efficacy is a canp:::>Site irrlex 

measuri~ resporrlents' perceived kncMledge about prcminent Republicans. The 
irrlex contains twelve variables (V5194 to V5205) arxi has an alpha = .91. No 
attitudinal variables were identified which are expected to differentiate bet
ween political efficacy arxi political trust. However, t"WJ variables should 
distinguish between regime-based arrl incumbent-based support. The criterion 
variable for incumbent support, "Reagan Traits", iooicates resporrlents' assess
ments of the most salient incumbent, the President. It is canprised of eight 
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variables and has an alpha= .87. The criterion for regime support is an eight 
item canposite index measuring "Patriotism". It has an alpha= .86. 

HvP:>thesis 1: Perceived Knc:Mledge should have a strong correlation with Sense 
of Internal Political Efficacy. '!\.«>of the variables in the IPE in:iex (IPE2, 
IPE6) refer to perceived intellectual canpetence. The other ~ tap ioore gener
al personal ccmpetence. The data confinn these expectations. The correlation 
between the Thu irrlices = .42. Perceived Knowledge is unrelated to the other 
four factors. 

Hypothesis 2: A positive evaluation of the irost visible incumbent, the Presi
dent, should be related to incumbent support generally. One's assessment of any 
one incumbent may be colored by JOOre general attitudes tCMards "politicians", 
"Congressmen", "Presidents", etc. In turn, assessments of public officials 
generally are likely to be influenced by experiences with specific incumbents. 
Reagan is the most salient. As predicted, Reagan Traits has a significant 
correlation with IBT ( .30). However, it is largely unrelated to IBE ( .07). 
This may stem frcm the fact that Americans these days are JOOre likely to believe 
in the personal integrity of Reagan than think he is responsive to popular 
op1ruon. Reagan traits is not significantly correlated with regime-based sup
port or IPE. 

!!YPQthesis 3: To the extent systemic support is diffuse, Patriotism (support 
for country) should predict Regime support and vice versa. Patriotic in
dividuals are inclined to think their country and its institutions are the best 
possible. Beliefs that the regime is legitimate and political institutions are 
effective contribute to feelings of patriotism. 

'!11ere are clear limits to this line of thinking. 'IW:> caveats are in order. 
First, Patriotism may also have a positive association with incumbent support. 
This is always likely when political support is diffuse. In the 1980's, it may 
occur with specific support. Immediately after ~I, patriotism appears to have 
had little to do with incumbent support. There was a bipartisan foreign policy. 
Flag waving, patriotic Americans felt ccmfortable with both major parties. 
Hc:Mever, in the 1980's, Reagan has successfully politicized the issue. The 
Pilot study data suggest patriotism is not so much a partisan issue as Reagan's 
issue. Strongly patriotic irrlividuals generally support President Reagan (the 
correlation between Patriotism and Reagan Traits= .36). For this reason, we 
can expect Patriotism to have positive, lCM weaker correlations with !BT and 
!BE. Second, there are many who support the regime who nevertheless feel that 
ostentatious displays of loyalty and "blirrl patriotism" are in bad taste (even 
inappropriate for a democracy). Therefore, Patriotism is not an ideal criterion 
for regime support. A weak association between Patriotism and a RBE or RBT 
variable does not prove that the latter do not irrlicate regime support. A 
stror¥J association may only irrlicate answers to the question are colored by pa.
triotic feelings. 

As predicted, only regime-based support is significantly correlated with 
Patriotism. 'l11e correlation is highest for RBT (.28). Patriotism has a weaker, 
positive association with IBT. It is negatively correlated with IPE. 
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Objective Attritutes. 
Four objective attributes are used to assess the validity of the dimensions 

of subjective political efficacy and political trust. nie first two are objec
tive measures of political sophistication: (1) Level of formal education 
("School") and ( 2) a canposi te irrlex irrlicating factual knc:Mledge about politics 
("Actual Knowledge") "School" is Vl144. nie Political Infonnation irrlex is 
CC111Prised of ten variables (V635 to V642, V206 and V210) and has a alpha coef
ficient = .81. nie other ~ criterions are demographic variables: (1) ~and 
gender. 

Hypothesis 4: All three types of subjective political efficacy should be posi
tively associated with objective political sophistication. Actual personal 
canpetence should predict perceived personal caupetence (IPE). Because govern
ment is generally more responsive to higher status citizens, they should be roore 
likely to have a high sense of IBE and RBE. Fonnal education is a ccmnon in
dicator of status; it is highly correlated with knowledge. The data generally 
conform to these expectations. nie IPE and IBE irrlices have significant, posi
tive correlations with School and Actual I<nc:Mledge. RBE does not. 

Hypothesis 5: Wcrnen have traditionally rated themselves lc:Mer in ability and 
self-esteem than men (Turner and Turner, 1982, p.491). Traditionally, American 
culture has judged male attributes to be superior to those of \IOnen, Until rec
ently, the same culture discouraged haneI1 frClll\ taking an active interest in 
politics (Orum et al., 1974). For this reason, men can be expected to have 
higher levels of IPE. There is little basis for expecting a gerrler gap for 
regime or incumbent support. As predicted, men score significantly higher on 
the IPE index (-.38). Gender is not related to the other four irrlices. 

Hypothesis 6: The literature irrlicates blacks have similar or higher levels of 
self-esteem than whites of comparable socioeconcm.ic status (Turner and Turner, 
1982). They are far more politically cynical. Using 1967 NORC measures, Shing
les (1981) found blacks to score significantly higher than whites on IPE and 
lc:Mer on EPE. In the 1980's, after a series of administration attacks on civil 
liberties and ~lfare, blacks have good reason to not to trust the Reagan ad
ministration. A history of racial discrimination has left many with less faith 
in the American political system than generally found for whites. As expected, 
blacks score significantly lc:Mer than mites on the IBE and RBT irrlices. How
ever, they are only slightly lc:Mer on IBT. The zero order correlation between 
Race and the IPE irrlex is .06. The partial correlation, controlling for educa
tion is .11, indicating blacks have a slightly higher sense of internal polit
ical efficacy than Nlites of similar status. 

Campaign Activity. 
'The discussion of Figure 2, provided a number of hypotheses arout the 

relationship between conventional policy activity and the dimensions of subjec
tive political efficacy and political trust. They are: (1) RBT is least impor
tant. Irrlividuals who think the regime is illegitinate will use any tactic that 
works (conventional or conventional) to change it; (2) low IBT provides a need 
to act, rut does not create the necessary confidence that action will be effec
tive; (3) for irrlividuals who do not trust incumbents, a high sense of !PE is 
sufficient for moderate levels of conventional policy activity, but high levels 
require confidence in existing political institutions (high RBE); (4) Presuming 
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they think elections are effective, those who are low on both IBE arrl !BT are 
IOC>St likely to campaign to remove officials frcrn office. 

To test these hypotheses, a cauposite 1.rrlex, "Campaign", was created frcrn 
five campaign activity questions (Vl09, V606, V607, V609, V610 arrl V612} arrl a 
Callp)Site irrlex measuring efforts to follow camp:iign news (Vl03, Vl05, Vl07}. 
Consistent with the predictions, only the RBT index is not significantly cor
related with campaign. Table 7 dichotanies RBE, IBE, IBT arrl !PE, arrl displays 
their joint association with campaign. An Analysis of Variance is presented at 
the bottan of the table for all four variables. The top of the table breaks 
dCMn average starnaroized Campaign scores for RBE, IBE arrl IBT for those res
porrlents who are above average on !PE. IPE has the strangest association with 
Campaign. Irrlividuals who are low on IPE have a mean Campaign score of -.26; 
those who are high on !PE average . 34. The average resporrlent scored O. O on 
Campaign activity. These figures provide a frame of reference for evaluating 
Campaign scores in the top half of Table 7. 

The results are truly remarkable. As expected, canbinations of low IBT arrl 
high p::>litical efficacy are associated with higher levels of camp:iigning. High 
IPE arrl low IBT alone contribute to participation rates which are only slightly 
above those of the average resporrlent ( . 17) , proving that sane type of external 
p::>litical efficacy is essential for high levels of campaign activity. RBE is 
far more important than IBE. Self-confident, politically cynical irrlividuals 
who are high on RBE, but low on IBE average .77 on Campaign. Those who are low 
on RBE arrl high on IBE only score .30 (which is below average for high IPE). 
Politically cynical respoooents who score above average on all three types of 
subjective political efficacy are the most active. They score over a standard 
deviation aoove the population mean ( l. 06) . 

CONCLUSION 
This analysis provides strong evidence for the existence of five indepen

dent dimensions of subjective political efficacy arrl political trust in the 
general public arrl indicates that they can be successfully measured with ques
tions asked in the 1987 NES Pilot survey. Factor analysis identifies five 
strong, distinct factors for questions which were explicitly designed to measure 
the dimensions. Criterion validation demonstrates that a variety of variables 
have theoretically expected, distinct relationships with the five dimensions. 
The relationships differ in predicted ways for different irrlices. These firrl
ings demonstrate that the average citizen has much more canplex beliefs than 
previously thought arrl that the beliefs can be measured. The inclusion of the 
fifteen variables reccmnended in this report in future surveys premises to make 
an exciting contribution to both theory arrl research. 
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Figure 1. Types of Government Support 
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Table 1. Initial Variable List: questions interrled to measure the dimensions of 
SUbjective Political Efficacy and Political Trust 

HYPOTHF.SIZED 
DIMENSIONS 

DIRECTION DESCRIPI'ION 

REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 
RBEl V5171 
RBE2 V5172 

+ Many ways to influence govt* 
Few have all the power 

RBE3 V5174 + Voting is effective 
+ People have final say* RBE4 V5175 

RBE5 V5330 
NESEFFl V5169 
NESRESPl V5277 

No -way to make officials listen 
Don't have say 

+ Elections make govt pay attention* 

REGIME-BASED TRUST 
RBTl V5315 
RBT2 V5316 
RBT3 V5317 

+ American fonn of govt best* 
Not proud of our fonn of govt 
Ch.::IDJe Fonn of govt 

+ Rather live under our system of govt* RBT4 V5318 

INCUMBENT-BASED EFFICACY 
IBEl V5219 + 
IBE2 V5220 
IBE3 V5221 
IBE4 V5222 
NESEFF3 V5173 
NESRESP2 V5278 + 

INCUMBENT-BASED TRUST 
IBTl V5216 + 
IBT2 V5217 
IBT3 V5218 + 
IBT4 V5320 + 
IBT5 V5321 
IBT6 V5322 + 
IBT7 V5323 + 
IBT8 V5324 
IBT9 V5325 + 
NESTRUSTl V5273 
NESTRUST2 V5274 + 
NESTRUST3 V5275 0 
NESTRUST4 V5276 

INTERNAL POLITICAL EFFICACY' 
IPEl V5267 + 
IPE2 V5268 + 
IPE3 V5269 
IPE4 V5270 + 
IPE5 V5271 
IPE6 V5272 + 
NESEFF2 V5170 

Officials are truly interested 
candidates are only interested in votes* 
Politicians think they are our masters* 
Tilose we elect lose touch* 
Officials do not care what people think 
Govt pays attention to what people think 

People running govt are well qualified 
People rurming govt are not honest 
Officials can be trusted without checking* 
Trust people who run govt* 
Govt run by few big interests 
Officials try to serve 
Govt leaders tell truth* 
Unless watch, special interests 
Those we elect try to keep premises 
People in govt waste rooney 
Trust government to do what is right 
Govt is run by interests/for people 
People running govt are crooked 

I am qualified* 
I have a good understanding* 
Others have an easier time understanding 
I could do as good a job* 
I don't feel sure of myself 
I am as well informed* 
I can't Understand 

* indicates variables included in final factor analysis 



Table 2. Included Variables: Final factor solution for dimensions of SUbjective 
Political Efficacy arrl Political Trust (Principal Coop:>nents analysis 
with orthogonal rotation) 

~---------------------------------~--------------------~-------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
HYPOTHESIZED DIMENSIONS DERIVED FACTORS 

!PE IBE IBT RBE RBT 
Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 

INTERNAL POLITICAL EFFICACY 

IPEl Qualified .791 .04 .01 .24 -.02 
IPE2 Urrlerstarrl .781 -.05 .16 .11 .11 
IPE4 Could Do .781 -.01 -.11 .04 -.13 
IPE6 Informed .741 .11 .04 -.07 .06 

'----' 

INCUMBENT-BASED EFFICACY 
,----, 

IBE2 Only Votes .04 1.111 .04 .12 -.05 
IBE3 Masters .04 1.001 .27 .03 -.05 
IBE4 Lose Touch .01 1.161 .19 .18 .18 

L--1 

INCUMBENT-BASED TRUST 

IBT3 Without Check Trust -.03 .05 .771 .12 -.10 
IBT4 Trust .06 .21 .701 .01 .16 
IBT7 Tell Truth .06 .19 .751 .15 .09 

REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 

RBEl Many ways .13 .02 .12 ,----, .10 
RBE4 Final Say .03 .07 .14 I· 741 -.01 
NESRESPl Elections .07 .24 .00 I· 731 .12 

I ·601 
'----I 

REGIME-BASED TRUST 

RBTl Govt Best .02 .10 .08 .01 .831 
RBT4 OUr System -.01 -.05 .03 .20 .801 

VARIANCE EXPLAINED (62.1%) 22.0% 15.1% 9.8% 7.8% 7.4% 
EIGEN VAWE 3.31 2.27 1.47 1.17 1.11 

-----------------------------------------------------~----------------------

BOLDFACE indicates hypothesized factor 
N = 346 
Source: 1987 NES Pilot Study 



Table 3. Correlation matrix: canposite iooices measuring Subjective Political 
Efficacy and Political Trust 

!PE IBE IBT RBE RBT 

IPE 1.00 

IBE .02 1.00 

IBT -.15* -.01 1.00 

RBE -.03 -.04 .01 1.00 

RBT -.02 -.01 -.03 -.13* 1.00 

N = 346 
* p < .01 
Source: 1987 NFS Pilot Survey 



Table 4. Internal Consistency: Included an1 Excluded variable sets (Alpha 
Coeff icents) 

STATUS DIMENSIONS OF EFFICACY AND TRUST 

IPE IBE IBT RBE RBT 

INCLUDED VARIABLES .78 .73 .65 .51 .61 

EXCLUDED VARIABLES .43 .61 
WITH POSITIVE ~IOO 

EXCLUDED VARIABLES .66 .65 .68 .39 
WITH NEGATIVE ~RDING 

Source: 1987 NES Pilot Study 



Table 5. Excluded Variables: Pearson correlations with indices measuring 
dimensions of SUbjective Political Efficacy and Political Trust 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------

EXCLUDED VARIABLES 

IPE 

INTERNAL POLITICAL EFFICACY 

IPE3 Others Fasier .32* 
IPE5 Don't Feel .46* 
NESEFF2 can't Under .39* 

I'NClMBENT-BASED EFFICACY 

IBEl Interested -.02 
NESEFF3 Care .02 
NESRESP2 Pays Attention .07 

INCUMBENT-BASED TRUST 

IBTl Qualified -.02 
IBT2 Not Honest -.08 
IBT5 Big Interests .04 
IBT6 Serve .02 
IBT8 Unless watch -.07 
IBT9 Keep Promises .00 
NESTRUSTl waste M:mey -.04 
NESTRUST2 Trust Govt. .00 
NESTRUST3 Big Interests .00 
NESI'RUST4 Crooked .09 

REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 

RBE2 Few Pc:w:r .08 
RBE3 Voting .08 
RBE5 No way .11 
NESEFFl No Say .13 

REGIME-BASED TRUST 

RBTl Not Proud -.01 
RBT4 Change .16 

BOLDFACE indicates hypothesized factor 
* P < .01; N = 346 
Source: 1987 NES Pilot Study 

CCM>osITE INDICES 

IBE IBT RBE RBT 

.22* -.10 -.02 -.06 

.16 -.11 -.01 .00 

.26* -.10 .05 -.08 

.27* .46* .21* .07 

.45* .15 .28* -.03 

.27* .13 .27* .06 

.10 .42* .07 .13 

.43* .24* .08 -.03 

.44 .17 .10 -.06 

.13 .32 .22* .07 

.47* .29* .12 -.10 

.24* .40* .14 .00 

.20* .23* .00 -.13 

.32* .37* .15 .09 

.35* .42* .21* .01 

.24* .25* .13 .02 

.33* .11 .21* .12 

.01 .09 .35* .31* 

.26* -.03 .26* .07 

.31* .01 .32* .01 

.26* .03 .07 .18 

.29* -.01 .05 .09 



Table 6. Criterion Validation: Efficacy arrl Trust iooices with selected 
subjective arrl objective variables (Pearson Correlations) 

CCMPOSITE VARIABLFS MEASURIM3 EFFICACY' AND TRUST 

CRITERION IBE IBT 

Race -.19* -.09 

Gerrler .03 .06 

Patriotism -.02 .14 

Reagan .07 .30* 
Traits 

School .19* -.11 

Actual .26* -.06 
Knowledge 

Perceived .03 .01 
Knowledge 

* P > .01; N's range fran 327 to 346 
Source: 1987 NES Pilot Study 

RBE RBT 

.08 -.20* 

-.07 -.01 

.18* .28* 

.10 .12 

.02 -.06 

.06 .11 

.13 .06 

IPE 

.06 

-.38* 

-.12 

.00 

.27* 

.43* 

.42* 



Table 7. Criterion Validation: average standardized campaign Activity scores by 
Incumbent-Based Trust and Dimensions of SUbjective Political Efficacy 

HIGH INTERNAL POLITICAL EFFICACY* 

IlCUMBENT
BASED TRUST 

HIGH 

LCM REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 

LCM 
INCtM3ENT

BASED 
EFFICACY 

.17 ( 27) 

.05 (23) 

HIGH 
INCtM3ENT

BA.SED 
EFFICACY 

.30 (31) 

-.06 (21) 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

MAIN EFFECTS 
IBT 
RBE 
IBE 
IPE 

RBE AND IPE 

TCYI'AL VARIANCE 

SUM OF SQUARES 
5.624 
6.716 
3.776 

26.060 

3.570 

56.210 

* LcM IPE = -.26; High IPE = .34 
Source: 1987 NES Pilot Study 

HIGH REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 

LCM 
INCtM3ENT

BASED 
EFFICACY 

.77 (16) 

-.02 (12) 

HIGH 
INCUMBENT

BA.SED 
EFFICACY 

1.06 (22) 

.54 (15) 

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
.014 
.007 
.044 
.000 

.050 

.000 



APPENDIX 
(X)RRELATION MATRIX FOR FINAL FAC'TORS 

IPEl IPE2 IPE4 IPE6 IBE2 IBE3 IBE4 IBT3 IBT4 IBT7 RBEl RBE4 NESR RBTl RBT4 

IPEl 1.00 
IPE2 .56 1.00 
IPE4 .55 .43 1.00 
IPE6 .41 .48 .42 1.00 

IBE2 .10 .05 .00 .08 1.00 
IBE3 .06 .03 .02 .10 .45 1.00 
IBE4 .10 .06 -.04 .07 .42 .58 1.00 

IBT3 .04 .11 -.09 .01 .14 .29 .17 1.00 
IBT4 .08 .12 -.01 .05 .23 .26 .26 .31 1.00 
IBT7 .10 .13 .00 .10 .17 .30 .37 .39 .47 1.00 

RBEl .26 .19 .10 .07 .12 .12 .20 .13 .14 .20 1.00 
RBE4 .13 .11 .06 .11 .12 .16 .21 .18 .10 .20 .34 1.00 
NESRl .18 .14 .06 .05 .23 .13 .23 .09 .16 .18 .25 .24 1.00 

RBTl -.01 .09 -.06 .07 .03 .11 .17 .04 .16 .11 .13 .OS .13 1.00 
RBT4 .06 .08 -.06 .00 .02 -.05 .16 .03 .10 .12 .17 ~ ,., 

. .J..:5 .14 .39 1.00 

Source: 1987 NES Pilot Study (N =346) 



ADDENDUM FOR SHINGLF.S NES REPORT 
TOPIC: TABLE 4 

Table 4 in the Shingles Report addresses the "response set" 
hypothesis. It ccmpares Alpha coefficients for different sets of 
variables. Each set includes only variables which are ~rded in 
the same {positive or negative) direction. A new Table 4 is 
attached which adds Average Inter-Item Correlations {AIC). 
Unlike the Alphas, the AIC's are not biased by (they are insensi
tive to) the m.unber of variables in the set. Tile AIC's are in 
the columns marked "B". Notice that for four of the five dimen
sions, the included variables (of like sign) are more highly 
intercorrelated than excluded variables of the same sign. Tile 
exception is RBE. Table 4 offers strong evidence that these four 
factors cannot be explained solely in terms of response set. 
Even RBE cannot be explained in terms of response set. Three of 
the rejected RBE variables are negatively ~rded, but the fourth 
is ~~1;ively ~rded. Tile best proof that the final factors are 
not d0

1 
t'"o response set is their different (theoretically ex

pected) associations with the criterion variables discussed in 
the report. M:>st convincing is the powerful role the RBE index 
plays in explaining campaign activity (see Table 7). 



Table 4. Internal Consistency: Included arxi EKcluded variable sets 
(Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient arxi arxi Average Inter-item 
Correlations) 

STATUs@ DIMENSIONS OF EFFICACY AND TRUST 

IPE IBE IBT RBE RBT 
A B A B A B A B A B 

INCLUDED VARIABLES .78 .47 .73 .48 .65 .39 .51 .28 .61 .44 

EXCLUDED VARIABLES: .43 .33 .61 .30 -- -- -- --
POSITIVE ~RDING 

EXCLUDED VARIABLES: .66 .39 -- -- .65 .27 .68 .42 .39 .25 
NEGATIVE ~RDING 

A = Cronbach' Alpha 
B = Mean Inter-item correlation 
@ Two variables of the same type arxi same sign were required to form 

a set. The number of variables per set is: 
First row: 4, 3, 3, 3, 2 
Second row: 0, 2, 4, O, O 
Third row: 3, 0, 5, 3, 2 
Not set: O, 1, 1, 1, O 

Source: 1987 NES Pilot Study 



SUPPLEMENT# l TO SHINGLES' NES REPORT 
TOPIC: REJECTED QUESTIONS 

(10/4/87) 

This is a supplement to the 1987 report, "New Measures of 
Subjective Political Efficacy and Political Trust. The report 
evaluates 37 survey questions and recommends 15 as distinct, 
valid measures of IPE, IBE, IBT, RBE and RBT. Given the short
ness of time and space, the report concentrates on evidence 
demonstrating the validity of recommended variables. This sup
plement provides a more detailed analysis of the 25 questions 
which were not recommended, explaining why they were rejected. 
The discussion is based on face validity, factor analyses and 
criterion validation. It summarizes relevant findings of the 
Craig and Niemi 1987 Report, the Shingles 1987 Report and three 
earlier surveys conducted by Shingles: 185 students at VPI&SU 
(Winter, 1986), 400 adults in the Roanoke Valley (June, 1986) and 
137 adults in the New River Valley (Winter, 1987). The closer in 
time the earlier surveys are to the Spring, 1987 NES survey, the 
greater is the similarity in wording. The New River Valley and 
NES survey are nearly identical. More information is provided 
for some questions than others because they were included in more 
surveys. For brevity, the surveys will be referred to as: VPISU, 
RV, NRV and NES. Correlations for the 37 variables with selected 
criterion variables are in Table 8 (attached). 

AN ITEM ANALYIS OF REJECTED QUESTIONS 

I. REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 

RBE2 (V5172) 

PROBLEM: 

"In this country, a few people have all the polit
ical power and the rest of us are not given any 
say about how the government is run. 11 

1. Ambiguous: It is not clear who or what is not giving "the 
rest of us a say". The culprit may be: (1) unresponsive, 
partisan or self-seeking incumbents or (2) faulty institu
tions. 

2. The data indicate that most respondents interpret the cul
prit be incumbents. (a) In both NRV and NES data, V5172 has 
significant correlations with variables designed to measure 
IBE and IBT (Shingles, Table 5; Craig and Niemi, p. 16)). 
(b) It is more highly correlated than other 11 RBE 11 designates 
with various criterion variables measuring incumbent support 
(e.g., Craig's and Niemi's incumbent performance. p.16). 

RECOMMENDATION: The question should be dropped as a measure of 
RBE or it should be modified to make it explicit that faulty 
institutions leave people powerless. 
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RBE3 (V5175) 

PROBLEMS: 

"Voting is an effective way for people to have a 
say about what the government does." 

1. This is superior to the traditional NES "voting is the only 
way" questions because it avoids the problem of having to 
decide whether an affirmative response indicates efficacy or 
inefficacy. However, the question has little variance and 
it appears to tap RBT or even patriotism. 

2. The data: (a) The marginal for V5175 are very positively 
skewed. They are similar to those of RBT and Patriotism 
questions; they are much more skewed than the other RBE 
designates. (b) V5175 has a relatively weak association 
with other designated RBE variables (Craig and Niemi, p. 
12). (c) It has a strong, significant correlation with the 
RBT factor (Shingles, Table 5). (d) It has a much higher 
correlation with Patriotism (.25) than the other RBE desig
nates (the next highest is .16). 

RECOMMENDATION: V5175 does not distinguish between RBE and RBT. 
Drop it. 

RBE5 (V5330) "If public officials are not interested in hearing 
what the people think, there is really no way to 
make them listen. 

PROBLEM: 
This question was designed to rule incumbents out of con
sideration with a conditional introductory phrase. In the 
NRV data, this seems to work: V5330 separates incumbents 
form regime. It loads highest on the RBE factor and best 
distinguished RBE from IBE. However, in the NES data, V5330 
cannot differentiate; it has significant correlations with 
both IBE and RBE designated variables (Shingles, Table 5; 
Craig and Niemi, pp. 13, 16). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

NESEFFl (V5169) 

PROBLEM: 

"People like me don't have any say about what 
the government does." 

1. Ambiguous: It is not clear why "people like the respondent" 
have no say. The culprit may be: (a) faulty institutions, 
(b) unresponsive incumbents or (c) deficiencies of people 
like the respondent. The phrase, "people like me" en
courages the latter interpretation. 

2. In the VPI&SU, RV and NES data, V5169 loads on all three ef
ficacy dimensions. It correlates almost equally well with 
indicators of RBE and IBE. 

RECOMMENDATION: For the sake of continuity with earlier surveys, 
keep it as a general measure of External Political Efficacy, but 
do not do so at the expense of the fifteen recommended items. 
Keep it if there is room. 
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II. REGIME-BASED TRUST 

RBT2 (V5316) 

PROBLEMS: 

"There is not much about our form of government to 
be proud of." 

1. In both the NRV and NES data, V5316 correlates as well or 
better with measures of incumbent support than with measures 
of regime support (Shingles, Table 5; Craig and Niemi, p. 
8). Many respondents seem to ignore the reference to "form" 
of government and interpret the question as an evaluation of 
incumbents. Remember, the question was asked during the 
Iran-Contra scandal. 

2. One would expect RBT to have a significant correlation with 
the Patriotism index. V5316 only has a weak correlation of 
.17 (Also see Craig and Niemi, p. 9) 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

RBT3 (V5317) 

PROBLEMS: 

"It may be necessary to make some major changes in 
our form of government in order to solve the 
problems facing our country." 

1. Same problems as v5316, but worse. Respondents appear to 
ignore the adjective, "form'', and interpret the question as 
a reference to incumbents. 

2. In both NES and NRV data, respondents gave far more negative 
responses to V5317 than to other alleged measures of regime 
support which were highly skewed in a positive direction. 
V5317 marginals are more similar to those for the incumbent
based trust questions. 

3. V5317 has significant correlations with IBE questions 
(Shingles, Table 5; Craig and Niemi, p.8). 

4. V5317 has no association with the Patriotism index (O.O). 

RECOMMENDATION: Either modify it to provide a specific reference 
to "the constitutions" or "laws of this country", or drop it. 

III. INCUMBENT-BASED EFFICACY 

IBEl (V5219) 

PROBLEMS: 

"Most public officials are truly interested in 
what the people think." 

1. V5219 has a relatively low correlation with other variables 
designed to measure IBE (Niemi and Craig, p.18). 

2. It does not distinguish between IBE, IBT and RBE (Shingles, 
Table 5). Some respondents seem to interpret it as a refer
ence to the personal integrity of incumbents (V5219 corre
lates well with IBT and REAGAN TRAITS). Others may believe 
incumbents are only interested in what people think so they 
can be re-elected (i.e., a coercive element which taps RBE), 
but once they get elected they lose touch. 

RECOMMENDATION: drop it. 
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NESEFF3 (V5173) 

Problem: 

"I don't think public officials care much 
what people like me think." 

This variable has a very high correlation with the recom
mended set of IBE variables. However, it also has strong 
correlations with RBE variables. These results are found 
for both the RV and NES surveys. The reason appears to be a 
coercive connotation: officials do not have to care because 
they are not held accountable to the public (election do not 
work). Proof: V5173 has a higher association (.30) than the 
other alleged IBE indicators with V5277 (election make 
government pay attention). 

RECOMMENDATION: For the sake of continuity, you may wish to keep 
it as a general measure of External Political Efficacy, but do 
not do so at the expense of the fifteen recommended items. Keep 
it only if there is room. 

NESGRESP2 (V5278) "Over the years, how much attention do you 
feel the government pays to what the people 
think when it decides what to do - a great 
deal, some, or not much?" 

PROBLEM: 
1. Ambiguous: The meaning of "government" is unclear. Paying 

attention is a human attribute, but respondents may at
tribute attentiveness to institutional checks like elec
tions. 

2. Empirically, V5278 does not distinguish between RBE and IBE 
factors. It loads equally well on both (Shingles, Table 5). 

RECOMMENDATION: This is a very vague question. The only reason 
to keep it is continuity. If push comes to shove, drop it to 
make room for new questions. 

IV. INCUMBENT-BASED TRUST 

IBTl (V5216) 

MINOR PROBLEM: 

"Most of the people running our government are 
well-gualif ied to handle the problems that we are 
facing in this country." 

In both the NRV and NES surveys, this variable does a good 
job distinguishing IBE from the other four dimensions 
(Shingles, Table 5). It loads highly on the IBE factor and 
not at all or low on the other factors. It was dropped 
because of a small positive association with RBT (Shingles, 
Table 5). Note that it is the only IBE question which 
refers explicitly to incumbent ability. The others refer to 
motivation. 

RECOMMENDATION: If there is room, keep it as the only measure of 
perceived incumbent ability. 
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IBT2 (V5217) 

PROBLEM: 

"Quite a few of the people running our government 
are not as honest as the voters have a right to 
expect." 

This question was intended to measure integrity (trust). It 
distinguishes between IBT and IBE in the NRV survey, but not 
in the NES survey. In the NES data, it correlates with the 
final IBE factor better than the IBT factor (Shingles, Table 
5). It also correlates relatively poorly with other IBT 
measures (Craig and Niemi, p. 19). However, it does isolate 
the broader concept of incumbent-based support. 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

IBT5 (V5321) 

PROBLEMS: 

"It often seems like our government is run by a 
few big interests looking out for themselves, 
rather than being run for the benefit of all the 
people." 

1. Ambiguous: the question appears to address an incumbent 
trait (selfishness), but also the distribution of power in 
the United States (regime). 

2. Ambiguous: the question mixes notions of personal integrity 
with those of responsiveness, thereby taping both IBE and 
IBT 

3. V5321 has significant correlations with the final measures 
of !BE, and RBE, but a relatively low correlation with other 
measures of IBT (Craig and Niemi, p.19). 

4. It is very similar to the existing NES question (v5276). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

IBT6 (V5322) "Most government officials try to serve the public 
interests even if it goes against their personal 
interests." 

PROBLEM: 
1. Ambiguous: the reason officials try to serve is not explic

it. Some may attribute it to personal integrity (IBT); 
other may say it is because service is a requirement of 
reelection (RBE). 

2. In neither the NRV or NES surveys can V5322 discriminate 
between factors. It has significant correlations with IBT, 
RBE and !BE. 
(Shingles Table 5). 

3. It correlates relatively poorly with other measures of IBT 
and criterion variables for incumbent support (Craig and 
Niemi, pp .19, 21). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 
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IBT8 (V5324) 

PROBLEM: 

"Unless we keep a close watch on them, many of our 
elected leaders will look out for special inter
ests rather than for all the people." 

This variable was intended to capture Gamson's notion of 
trust as the absence of a need to act. It clearly distin
guishes between incumbent support and regime support. In 
the NRV, it also distinguishes between IBE and IBT. How
ever, in the NES data, it does not distinguish between IBE 
and IBT. In fact, it has a much higher association with 
IBE. 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

IBT9 (V5325) 

PROBLEM: 

"Those we elect to public office usually try to 
keep the promises they have made during the elec-
tion." 

1. Ambiguous: The reason officials keep their promises is not 
made explicit. It may be a matter of personal integrity 
(IBT) or it may be solely to get reelected (RBE). 

2. V5325 has significant correlations with designed indicators 
of IBT, IBE and RBE (Shingles, Table 5). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

NESTRUSTl (V5273) 

PROBLEMS: 

"Do you think that people in the government 
waste a lot of the money we pay in taxes, 
waste some of it, or don't waste very much of 
it?" 

1. This has a clear incumbent reference, but there is also a 
partisan or ideological connotation: an allusion to 
Democrats as the party of big spenders. 

2. V5273 is sufficiently different from the other NES trust and 
new IBT questions as to form its own factor in the NES data 
(Craig and Niemi, p.19). 

RECOMMENDATION: Keep it only to maintain continuity with previous 
surveys, but not at the expense of the fifteen recommended ques
tions. 

NESTRUST2 (V5274) 

PROBLEM: 

"How much of the time do you think you can 
trust the government in Washington to do what 
is right - just about always, most of the 
time or only some of the time?" 

1. Ambiguous: Is not clear what "government" means. It could 
describe Washington bureaucrats, Congressmen or the current 
administration. Or the reference could be to federal in
stitutions. The new question, V5320 ("You can trust the 
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people who run our government to do what is right") has an 
explicit reference to incumbents. 

2. Empirically, V5320 is far superior to V5274 in discriminat
ing between IBT and RBE factors (Shingles, Table 2 and Table 
5). V5230 also distinguishes between IBE and IBT; V5274 
does not. Finally, V5320 has a much higher correlation with 
REAGAN TRAITS than V5274 (.30 vs .. 19). 

RECOMMENDATION: Replace V5274 with V5320, one of the fifteen 
recommended items. 

NESTRUST3 (V5775) 

PROBLEMS: 

"Would you say the government is pretty much 
run by a few big interests looking out for 
themselves or that it is run for the benefit 
of all people?" 

1. Ambiguous: the question addresses an incumbent trait (sel
fishness), but also the distribution of power in the United 
States (a regime attribute). 

2. Ambiguous: the question mixes notions of personal integrity 
with those of responsiveness, thereby taping both IBE and 
IBT. 

3. Empirically, V5775 does not discriminate. It has large, 
significant correlations with the final measures of three 
factors: IBE, IBT, and RBE (Shingles, Table 5). 

RECOMMENDATION: Keep it for continuity with earlier surveys if 
there is room, but do not do so at the expense of the fifteen 
recommended items. 

NESTRUST4 (V5276) 

PROBLEM: 

"Do you think that quite a few of the people 
running the government are crooked, but not 
very many are, or do you think hardly any of 
them are crooked?" 

1. Like V5217 (trust), V5216 (crooked) appears to be an 
explicit reference to the personal integrity of incum
bents ( IBT) . 

2. Yet, empirically, (like V5217) it does not discriminate 
between IBE and IBT factors. It loads equally well on 
both. Unlike V5217, it also has a smaller positive 
correlation with the RBE factor. Apparently, many 
respondents think corruption is a function of both weak 
institutions and an absence of personal ethics. V5276 
is not a good measure of IBT, nor the broader concept, 
incumbent-based support. 

RECOMMENDATION: Keep it only to maintain continuity, but not at 
the expense of the fifteen recommended items. 
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IV. INTERNAL POLITICAL EFFICACY 

IPE3 (V5269) 

PROBLEM: 

"Other people seem to have an easier time under
standing complicated political issues than I do." 

1. In NRV and NES data, this is the weakest of the six ques
tions designed to measure IPE. It has relatively weak 
associations with (a) the other IPE questions (Craig and 
Niemi, p. 10) and (b) the criterion variable, "Perceived 
Knowledge" (.21 compared to .42 for the final IPE factor). 

2. In a subsample of better informed respondents, V5269 and 
V5271 (below) form a separate factor. The two variables 
appear to measure social confidence or self-esteem. 

3. In both the NRV and NES data, these same variables have 
significant correlations with measures of incumbent support. 
It appears that individuals with little social confidence 
are more deferential to, and supportive of, incumbents. 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

IPE5 (V5271) "I often don't feel sure of myself when talking 
with other people about politics and government." 

PROBLEM: 
This variable loads higher on the IPE factor than V5269 or 
V5170. It also has a higher correlation with Perceived 
Knowledge (.29). Yet, it does not do as well on these cri
teria as the four accepted IPE measures. Also it tends to 
correlate with IBE (Shingles, Table 5). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

NESEFF2 (V5170) 

Problem: 

"Sometimes politics and government seem so 
complicated that a person like me can't 
really understand what's going on." 

1. Ambiguous: This is really two questions in one. the first 
part is either a reference to (1) complex institutions (RBE) 
or (2) evasive politicians (IBE). The second part suggests 
personal skills (IPE) 

2. The data reflects this ambiguity. (a) In both the RV and 
NES data, V5170 has the highest correlation (of the desig
nated IPE variables) with the IBE factor (Shingles, 1986b, 
Table 2; Shingles, 1987: Table, 5). (b) In both studies, 
V5170 has the next to lowest correlation with the IPE factor 
(Craig and Niemi, p.10); the lowest is V5269. (c) It has a 
much lower correlation with the criterion, Perceived Know
ledge, than any of the designated PE questions (Its cor
relation is .18, whereas the correlations for the variables 
in the final IPE factor are: .31, .42, .24 and .36). 

RECOMMENDATION: 
IPE. Drop V5170. 

The new questions are far better measures of 
Start fresh with a new and better time series. 
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SUPPLEMENT # 2 TO SHINGLES' REPORT 
TOPIC: CRITERION VARIABLES FOR ALL EFFICACY AND TRUST QUESTIONS 

(9/20/87) 
(see Table 8) 

HYPOTHESES: 
1. IBT and !BE variables should correlate better with RFAGAN TRAITS. 
2. RBT and (to a lesser extent RBE) variables should correlate best with 

PATRIOTISM. 
3. !PE variables should correlate best with SCHOOL (formal education) , 

ACTUAL KN~ and PERCEIVED KN~. 

!BT FINDINGS: 
1. Only~ of 13 designated !BT variables correlate significant with 

Patriotism. (IBT4, IBT6) and these associations are weak (.14). 
2. * All 13 designated !BT variables have significant correlations with 

REAGAN. NESTRUSTl (waste), IBT2 (honest) IBTS (big interests) and IBT6 
(serve) have the weakest associations. Of the new variables, IBT4 
(trust), IBT3 (without check), IBT7 (truth), IBTl (qualified) and IBT9 
(premises) have the strongest associations. 

3. Designated !BT variables are not significantly related to measures of 
political sophistication. IBT7 (truth) has the highest correlations. 

IBE FINDINGS: 
1. Designated IBE variables are unrelated to Patriotism. 
2. * All, six of the designated IBE variables have significant correlations 

with REAGAN. IBE2 (only votes) has the weakest association. 
3. All, but IBEl (truly interested), have significant correlations with 

SCHOOL and ACTUAL KNCMLEDGE; however, these correlations are lower than 
those for designated IPE variables. 

RBT FINDINGS: 
1. * Three of four designated RBT variables have significant correlations 

with PATRIOTISM. RBTl (best govt.) and RBT4 (system) are by far the 
strongest. RBT3 (make changes) has nQ association. 

2. Designated RBT variables have only modest correlations (in the teens) 
with REAGAN (ccmpared to correlations in the .20's for designated IBT 
variables). 

3. The designated IBT variables are largely unrelated to SCHOOL, ACTUAL 
KNCMLEDGE and PERCEIVED :KNCMLEDGE. 

RBE FINDINGS: 
1. * All, but one of the seven designated RBE variables, RBE2 ( p::Mer) , have 

significant correlations with PATRIOTISM. RBE3 (voting) has the high
est association. 

2. Three designated RBE variables have significant correlations with 
REAGAN. The correlations are lower than those for most IBT variables. 

3. Three of the designated RBE variables have significant correlations 
with SCHOOL: RBE2 ( p::Mer) , RBES (no way) and NESEFFl (no say) . l\bst 
are significantly correlated with ACTUAL KNCMLEDGE and PERCEIVED I<NaiL
EDGE, though the correlations are generally much lower than for IPE. 

IPE FINDINGS: 
1. * All seven designated IPE variables are significantly correlated with 

SCHOOL, ACTUAL KNCMLEDGE and PERCEIVED KNCWLEDGE. NESEFF2 (can't 
understand) has the weakest association with PERCEIVED KN~. 

2. All are negatively correlated with PATRIOTISM. 
3. None are significantly related to REAGAN. 



Table 8. Association between Efficacy ~ Trust variables ~ selected 
criteriOI'lS variables (Pearson CorrelatiOI'lS) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VARIABLE VARIABLE PARTRIO- REAGAN SCHOOL ACTUAL PERCIEVED 

TYPE DESCRIPTION TISM TRAITS KNCMLEDGE KNCMLEDGE 

RF.GIME: 
RBEl Many Ways .15 .08 .03 .11 .15 
RBE2 Few Power .01 .10 .20 .22 .11 
RBE3 Voting .25 .06 .01 .11 .14 
RBE4 Final Say .16 .16 .06 .17 .18 
RBE5 No Way .09 .03 .14 .26 .25 
NESEFFl No Say .13 .05 .19 .21 .11 
NESRESPl Elections .10 .18 .02 .09 .12 

RBTl Govt Best .29 .18 -.01 .21 .11 
RBT2 Proud Govt. .17 .15 .22 .26 .11 
RBT3 Change Govt. .00 .05 .23 .36 .16 
RBT4 OUr System .26 .11 -.01 -.01 .03 

INCUMBENT: 
IBEl Interested .11 .28 .06 .08 .09 
IBE2 Only Votes .05 .09 .13 .18 .06 
IBE3 Masters .02 .13 .19 .25 .09 
IBE4 Lose Touch .08 .15 .16 .26 .08 
NESEFF3 Care .02 .13 .21 .25 .13 
NESRESP2 Pays Attention .08 .23 .11 .22 .17 

IBTl Qualified .12 .24 -.11 -.04 -.01 
IBT2 Not Honest .04 .16 .04 .13 .03 
IBT3 Without Check .12 .24 -.07 -.02 .00 
IBT4 Trust People .14 .30 -.06 .03 .04 
IBT5 Big Interests .07 .17 .10 .17 .05 
IBT6 Serve .14 .19 -.11 .00 .10 
IBT7 Truth .02 .21 .05 .16 .19 
IBT8 Unless Watch .01 .17 .06 .09 -.01 
IBT9 Keep Premises .09 .22 -.02 .03 .04 
NESTRUSTl Waste t-bney -.13 .15 -.05 -.06 -.10 
NESTRUST2 Trust Govt. .12 .19 .01 .14 .04 
NESTRUST3 Big Interests .12 .29 .03 .05 .06 
NESTRUST4 Crooked .12 .20 .11 .22 .14 

PERSONAL 
IPEl Qualified -.07 .01 1.23 .30 .31 
IPE2 Underst~ -.04 .02 j .15 .34 .42 
IPE3 Others Easier -.11 -.06 1.26 .38 .21 
IPE4 Could Do -.13 -.03 j .24 .31 .24 
IPE5 Don't Feel -.09 .01 j .25 .41 .29 
IPE6 Informed -.07 .05 j .14 .37 .36 
NESEFF2 can't Under -.17 -.05 j .31 .36 .18 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BOLD TYPE indicates statistical significance, p < .05 
Source: 1987 NFS Pilot Study 



SUPPLFl-1ENT #3 TO SHIM3LES REPORT 
FINAL EFFICACY AND TRUST QUESTIONS 

AND ALTERNATE WJRDING TO DISCOURAGE RESPONSE SET 
(10/5/85) 

A principal concern of Craig and Nim.ie is the possibility of response set 
in the efficacy and trust questions. In rrcy NES report, supplements and adden
dum, I have argued that response set is not a serious problem in the Pilot data. 
Nevertheless, it could becane a problem in future surveys. nte fifteen ques
tions which I recanmend for each dimension of efficacy and trust are worded in 
the same direction. That is, the IPE, RBE, RBT and IBT questions have a nega
tive tone; the IBE questions have a positive tone. If these fifteen questions 
are employed in the 1988 NES survey, they should be intermixed with additional 
questions using alternate wording to avoid response set. Below I suggest six 
questions. nte mix has the added advantage of testing Craig's and Niemi's 
concerns. 

I. REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 

1. (+) RBEl (V5171) "Tilere are many legal ways for citizens to successfully 
-- influence what the goverrunent does." 

2. ( - ) ALTERNATE WJRDING: "nte normal, legal ways for influencing goverrunent 
often don't make any difference." 

3. (+) (RBE4 (V5175) "Under our form of government, the :people have the 
final say about how the goverrunent is run, no matter 
who is in office." 

4. (+) GRESPl (V5277) "How much do you feel that having elections makes the 
government pay attention to what the :people think - a 
good deal, some, or not much?" 

II . REGIME-BASED TRUST 

1. (+) RBTl (V5315) "Whatever its faults may be, the American form of government 
is still the best for us." 

2 . ( - ) ALTERNATE: "Tile American form of government, its laws and constitution 
are far fran perfect. " 

3. (+) RBT4 (V5318) "I \'«mld rather live un:ier our system of government than any 
other that I can think of. " 

III. INCUMBENT-BASED EFFICACY 

1. (-) IBE2 (V5220) "candidates for office are only interested in :people's 
votes, not in their opinions." 
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2. (+) ALTERNATE mRDING: "M:>st public officials are interested in doing a 
good job and not just getting reelected." 

3. (-) IBE3 (V5221) "Politicians are supposed to be the servants of the people, 
but too many of them think they are our masters. 11 

4. (-) IBE4 (V5222) "Generally speaking, those we elect to public office lose 
touch with the people pretty quickly." 

IV. INCUMBENT-BASED TRUST 

1. (+) IBT3 (V5218) "t-Dst public officials can be trusted to do what is right 
without our having to constantly check on them." 

2. (+) IBT4 (V5320) "You can generally trust the people who run our government 
to do what is right." 

3. (-) ALTERNATE mRDING: "A lot of the people in government cannot be 
trusted to do what is right." 

4. (+) IBT7 (V5323) "When government leaders make statements to the American 
people on television or in the newspapers, they are usually 
telling the truth." 

IV. INTERNAL POLITICAL EFFICACY 

1. (+) IPEl (V5267) "I consider myself well qualified to participate in p::>li
tics." 

2. (-) ALTERNATE mRDING: "I am not as qualified as I should be to partici
pate in p::>litics." 

3. (+) IPE2 (V5268) "I feel that I have a pretty good understanding of the 
important p::>litical issues facing our society." 

4. (-) ALTERNATE mRDING: 11 I don' t understand many p::>li t ical issues . " 

5. (+) IPE4 V5270) "I feel that I could do as good a job in public office as 
most other people." 

6. (+) IPE6 (V5272) "I think I am as well informed about p::>litics and government 
than most people. 11 

CORRECTED mRDING: "I think I am better informed about p::>litics and gov
ernment than most people.'' 
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ADDENDUM FOR SHINGLF..5 NES REPORT 
TOPIC: TABLE 4 

Table 4 in the Shingles Report addresses the "response set" 
hypothesis. It cc:mpares Alpha coefficients for different sets of 
variables. Each set includes only variables which are worded in 
the same (positive or negative) direction. A new Table 4 is 
attached which adds Average Inter-Item Correlations (AIC). 
Unlike the Alphas, the AIC's are not biased by (they are insensi
tive to) the number of variables in the set. The AIC's are in 
the colUJIU1S marked "B". Notice that for four of the five dimen
sions, the included variables (of like sign) are 100re highly 
intercorrelated than excluded variables of the same sign. The 
exception is RBE. Table 4 offers strong evidence that these four 
factors cannot be explained solely in terms of response set. 
Even RBE cannot be explained in terms of response set. niree of 
the rejected RBE variables are negatively worded, but the fourth 
is pclfja~ively worded. The best proof that the f ina.1 factors are 
not d0

1 t'o response set is their different (theoretically ex
pected) associations with the criterion variables discussed in 
the report. M:>st convincing is the powerful role the RBE index 
pla":fS in explaining campaign activity (see Table 7). 



Table 4. Internal Consistency: Included arrl Excluded variable sets 
(Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient arrl arrl Average Inter-item 
Correlations) 

srATUs@ DIMENSIONS OF EFFICACY AND TRUST 

IPE IBE IBT RBE RBT 
A B A B A B A B A B 

INCLUDED VARIABLES .78 .47 .73 .48 .65 .39 .51 .28 .61 .44 

EXCLUDED VARIABLES: .43 .33 .61 .30 -- -- -- --
POSITIVE WJRDING 

EXCLUDED VARIABLES: .66 .39 -- -- .65 .27 .68 .42 .39 .25 
NEGATIVE WJRDING 

A = Cronbach' Alpha 
B = Mean Inter-item correlation 
@ Two variables of the same type arrl same sign were required to form 

a set. The number of variables per set is: 
First row: 4, 3, 3, 3, 2 
Second row: o, 2, 4, o, O 
Third row: 3, o, 5, 3, 2 
Not set: 0, 1, 1, 1, 0 

Source: 1987 NES Pilot Study 



SUPPLEMENT # 1 TO SHINGLES' NES REPORT 
TOPIC: REJECTED QUESTIONS 

(10/4/87) 

This is a supplement to the 1987 report, "New Measures of 
Subjective Political Efficacy and Political Trust. The report 
evaluates 37 survey questions and recommends 15 as distinct, 
valid measures of IPE, IBE, IBT, RBE and RBT. Given the short
ness of time and space, the report concentrates on evidence 
demonstrating the validity of recommended variables. This sup
plement provides a more detailed analysis of the 25 questions 
which were not recommended, explaining why they were rejected. 
The discussion is based on face validity, factor analyses and 
criterion validation. It summarizes relevant findings of the 
Craig and Niemi 1987 Report, the Shingles 1987 Report and three 
earlier surveys conducted by Shingles: 185 students at VPI&SU 
(Winter, 1986), 400 adults in the Roanoke Valley (June, 1986) and 
137 adults in the New River Valley (Winter, 1987). The closer in 
time the earlier surveys are to the Spring, 1987 NES survey, the 
greater is the similarity in wording. The New River Valley and 
NES survey are nearly identical. More information is provided 
for some questions than others because they were included in more 
surveys. For brevity, the surveys will be referred to as: VPISU, 
RV, NRV and NES. Correlations for the 37 variables with selected 
criterion variables are in Table 8 (attached). 

AN ITEM ANALYIS OF REJECTED QUESTIONS 

I. REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 

RBE2 (V5172) 

PROBLEM: 

"In this country, a few people have all the polit
ical power and the rest of us are not given any 
say about how the government is run." 

1. Ambiguous: It is not clear who or what is not giving "the 
rest of us a say". The culprit may be: (1) unresponsive, 
partisan or self-seeking incumbents or (2) faulty institu
tions. 

2. The data indicate that most respondents interpret the cul
prit be incumbents. (a) In both NRV and NES data, V5172 has 
significant correlations with variables designed to measure 
IBE and IBT (Shingles, Table 5; Craig and Niemi, p. 16)). 
(b) It is more highly correlated than other "RBE" designates 
with various criterion variables measuring incumbent support 
(e.g., Craig's and N1emi's incumbent performance. p.16). 

RECOMMENDATION: The question should be dropped as a measure of 
RBE or it should be modified to make it explicit that faulty 
institutions leave people powerless. 
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RBE3 (V5175) 

PROBLEMS: 

"Voting is an effective way for people to have a 
say about what the government does." 

1. This is superior to the traditional NES "voting is the only 
way" questions because it avoids the problem of having to 
decide whether an affirmative response indicates efficacy or 
inefficacy. However, the question has little variance and 
it appears to tap RBT or even patriotism. 

2. The data: (a) The marginal for V5175 are very positively 
skewed. They are similar to those of RBT and Patriotism 
questions; they are much more skewed than the other RBE 
designates. (b) V5175 has a relatively weak association 
with other designated RBE variables (Craig and Niemi, p. 
12). (c) It has a strong, significant correlation with the 
RBT factor (Shingles, Table 5). (d) It has a much higher 
correlation with Patriotism (.25) than the other RBE desig
nates (the next highest is .16). 

RECOMMENDATION: V5175 does not distinguish between RBE and RBT. 
Drop it. 

RBE5 (V5330) 11 If public officials are not interested in hearing 
what the people think, there is really no way to 
make them listen. 

PROBLEM: 
This question was designed to rule incumbents out of con
sideration with a conditional introductory phrase. In the 
NRV data, this seems to work: V5330 separates incumbents 
form regime. It loads highest on the RBE factor and best 
distinguished RBE from IBE. However, in the NES data, V5330 
cannot differentiate; it has significant correlations with 
both IBE and RBE designated variables (Shingles, Table 5; 
Craig and Niemi, pp. 13, 16). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

NESEFFl (V5169) 

PROBLEM: 

"People like me don't have any say about what 
the government does." 

1. Ambiguous: It i's not clear why "people like the respondent" 
have no say. The culprit may be: (a) faulty institutions, 
(b) unresponsive incumbents or (c) deficiencies of people 
like the respondent. The phrase, "people like me" en
courages the latter interpretation. 

2. In the VPI&SU, RV and NES data, V5169 loads on all three ef
ficacy dimensions. It correlates almost equally well with 
indicators of RBE and IBE. 

RECOMMENDATION: For the sake of continuity with earlier surveys, 
keep it as a general measure of External Political Efficacy, but 
do not do so at the expense of the fifteen recommended items. 
Keep it if there is room. 
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SUPPI...EMENT # 2 TO SHINGLES' REPORT 
TOPIC: CRITERION VAR~ FOR ALL EFFICACY AND TRUST QUESTIONS 

(9/20/87) 
(see Table 8) 

HYPOTHESES: 
1. IBT and IBE variables should correlate better with RFAGAN TRAITS. 
2. RBT and (to a lesser extent RBE) variables should correlate best with 

PATRIO!ISM. 
3. !PE variables should correlate best with SCHOOL (formal education), 

ACTUAL KNCMLEDGE and PERCEIVED KNCMLEDGE. 

!BT FINDINGS: 
1. Only~ of 13 designated !BT variables correlate significant with 

Patriotism. (IBT4, IBT6) and these associations are weak ( .14). 
2. * All 13 designated !BT variables have significant correlations with 

REAGAN. NESTRUSTl (waste), IBT2 (honest) IBTS (big interests) and IBT6 
(serve) have the weakest associations. Of the new variables, IBT4 
(trust), IBT3 (without check), IBT7 (truth), IBTl (qualified) and IBT9 
(premises) have the strongest associations. 

3. Designated IBT variables are not significantly related to measures of 
political sophistication. IBT7 (truth) has the highest correlations. 

!BE FINDINGS: 
1. Designated IBE variables are unrelated to Patriotism. 
2. * All, six of the designated IBE variables have significant correlations 

with REAGAN. IBE2 (only votes) has the weakest association. 
3. All, but IBEl (truly interested), have significant correlations with 

SCHOOL and ACTUAL KNCltJLEDGE; however, these correlations are lower than 
those for designated IPE variables. -

RBT FINDINGS: 
1. * Three of four designated RBT variables have significant correlations 

with PATRIO!ISM. RBTl (best govt.) and RBT4 (system) are by far the 
strongest. RBT3 (make changes) has !!Q association. 

2. Designated RBT variables have only nw::xiest correlations (in the teens) 
with REAGAN (ccmpared to correlations in the .20's for designated IBT 
variables) . 

3. The designated IBT variables are largely unrelated to SCHOOL, ACTUAL 
KN~E and PERCEIVED KNCMLEDGE. 

RBE FINDINGS: 
1. * All, but one of the seven designated RBE variables, RBE2 (power), have 

significant correlations with PATRiarISM. RBE3 (voting) has the high
est association. 

2. Three designated RBE variables have significant correlations with 
REAGAN. The correlations are lower than those for most IBT variables. 

3. Three of the designated RBE variables have significant correlations 
with SCHOOL: RBE2 (power), RBES (no way) and NESEFFl (no say). M:>st 
are significantly correlated with ACTUAL KNCMLEDGE and PERCEIVED KNCML
EDGE, though the correlations are generally much lower than for IPE. 

IPE FINDINGS: 
1. * All seven designated IPE variables are significantly correlated with 

SCHOOL, ACTUAL KN~ and PERCEIVED~. NESEFF2 (can't 
understand) has the weakest association with PERCEIVED~. 

2. All are negatively correlated with PATRIO!ISM. 
3. None are significantly related to REAGAN. 



Table 8. Association between Efficacy an:i Trust variables an:i selected 
criterians variables (Pearson Correlations) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VARIABLE VARIABLE PARTRIO- RFAGAN SCHOOL ACTUAL PERCIEVED 

T'x'PE DESCRIPTION TISM TRAITS KNCH.EDGE KNCH.EDGE 

REGIME: 
RBEl Many Ways .15 .08 .03 .11 .15 
RBE2 Few PCMer .01 .10 .20 .22 .11 
RBE3 Voting .25 .06 .01 .11 .14 
RBE4 Final Say .16 .16 .06 .17 .18 
RBE5 No Way .09 .03 .14 .26 .25 
NF.SEFFl No Say .13 .05 .19 .21 .11 
NF.SRESPl Elections .10 .18 .02 .09 .12 

RBTl Govt Best .29 .18 -.01 .21 .11 
RBT2 Proud Govt. .17 .15 .22 .26 .11 
RBT3 Change Govt. .00 .05 .23 .36 .16 
RBT4 OUr System .26 .11 -.01 -.01 .03 

INCUMBENT: ,------, 

IBEl Interested .11 .28 .06 .08 .09 
IBE2 Only Votes .05 .09 .13 .18 .06 
IBE3 Masters .02 .13 .19 .25 .09 
IBE4 Lose Touch .08 .15 .16 .26 .08 
NF.SEFF3 care .02 .13 .21 .25 .13 
NF.SRESP2 Pays Attention .08 .23 .11 .22 .17 

IBTl Qualified .12 .24 -.11 -.04 -.01 
IBT2 Not Honest .04 .16 .04 .13 .03 
IBT3 Without Check .12 .24 -.07 -.02 .00 
IBT4 Trust People .14 .30 -.06 .03 .04 
IBT5 Big Interests .07 .17 .10 .17 .05 
IBT6 Serve .14 .19 -.11 .00 .10 
IBT7 Truth .02 .21 .05 .16 .19 
IBTS Unless Watch .01 .17 .06 .09 -.01 
IBT9 Keep Pranises .09 .22 -.02 .03 .04 
NESTRUSTl Waste M:>ney -.13 .15 -.05 -.06 -.10 
NF.STRUST2 Trust Govt. .12 .19 .01 .14 .04 
NESTRUST3 Big Interests .12 .29 .03 .05 .06 
NESTRUST4 Crooked .12 .20 .11 .22 .14 

PERSONAL 
IPE1 Qualified -.07 .01 1.23 .30 .31 
IPE2 Understan:i -.04 .02 1.15 .34 .42 
IPE3 Others F.asier -.11 -.06 1.26 .38 .21 
IPE4 Could Do -.13 -.03 1.24 .31 .24 
IPES Don't Feel -.09 .01 1.25 .41 .29 
IPE6 Informed -.07 .05 1.14 .37 .36 
NF.SEFF2 can't Under -.17 -.05 1.31 .36 .18 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BOLD TYPE indicates statistical significance, PS .05 
Source: 1987 NF.S Pilot Study 



SUPPLEMENT #3 TO SHIM3LES REPORl' 
FINAL EFFICACY AND TRUST QUESTIONS 

AND ALTERNATE ~RDING TO DISCOURAGE RESPONSE SET 
(10/5/85) 

A principal concern of Craig and Nimie is the possibility of response set 
in the efficacy and trust questions. In my NES report, supplements and adden
dum, I have argued that resJ?C>nSe set is not a serious problem in the Pilot data. 
Nevertheless, it could becane a problem in future surveys. 'lbe fifteen ques
tions which I recanmend for each dimension of efficacy and trust are worded in 
the same direction. 'That is, the IPE, RBE, RBT and IBT questions have a nega
tive tone; the IBE questions have a positive tone. If these fifteen questions 
are employed in the 1988 NES survey, they should be intennixed with additional 
questions using alternate wording to avoid response set. Below I suggest six 
questions. 'lbe mix has the added advantage of testing Craig's and Niemi's 
concerns. 

I. REGIME-BASED EFFICACY 

l. (+) RBEl (V5171) "'lbere are many legal ways for citizens to successfully 
influence what the government does." 

2. ( - ) ALTERNATE ~RDING: "'lbe normal, legal ways for influencing government 
often don't make any difference." 

3. (+) (RBE4 (V5175) "Under our form of government, the people have the 
final say about how the government is run, no matter 
who is in office." 

4. (+) GRE.SPl (V5277) "How much do you feel that having elections makes the 
government pay attention to what the people think - a 
good deal, sane, or not much?" 

II. REGIME-BASED TRUST 

l. (+) RBTl (V5315) "Whatever its faults may be, the American form of government 
is still the best for us." 

2. ( - ) ALTERNATE: "'lbe American form of government, its laws and constitution 
are far fran perfect. " 

3. (+)· RBT4 (V5318) "I NJU.ld rather live urxier our system of government than any 
other that I can think of. " 

III. INCUMBENT-BASED EFFICACY 

l. (-) IBE2 (V5220) "candidates for office are only interested in people's 
votes, not in their opinions." 
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2. (+} ALTERNATE ~RDING: "r-t:iet public officials are interested in doing a 
good job and not just getting reelected. " 

3. (-} IBE3 (V5221} "Politicians are supposed to be the servants of the people, 
but too many of them think they are our masters. 11 

4. (-} IBE4 (V5222} "Generally speaking, those we elect to public office lose 
touch with the people pretty quickly." 

rv. INCUMBENT-BASED TRUST 

1. (+} IBT3 (V5218} 11M:>st public officials can be trusted to do what is right 
without our having to constantly check on them." 

2. (+} IBT4 (V5320} "You can generally trust the people who run our government 
to do what is right. 11 

3. (-} ALTERNATE ~RDING: "A lot of the people in government carmot be 
trusted to do what is right." 

4. (+} IBT7 (V5323) "When government leaders make statements to the American 
people on television or in the newspapers, they are usually 
telling the truth. 11 

rv. INTERNAL POLITICAL EFFICACY 

1. (+) IPEl (V5267) "I consider myself well qualified to participate in poli
tics." 

2. (-) ALTERNATE ~RDING: "I am not as qualified as I should be to partici
pate in politics. 11 

3. (+) IPE2 (V5268) "I feel that I have a pretty good understanding of the 
important political issues facing our society." 

4. (-) ALTERNATE ~RDI:OO: "I don't understcmi many political issues." 

5. (+) IPE4 V5270) "I feel that I could do as good a job in public office as 
most other people." 

6. (+) IPE6 (V5272) "I think I am as well informed about politics and government 
than most people." 

CORRECTED ~RDING: "I think I am better informed about politics and gov
ernment than most people." 
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II. REGIME-BASED TRUST 

RBT2 (V5316) 

PROBLEMS: 

"There is not much about our form of government to 
be proud of." 

1. In both the NRV and NES data, V5316 correlates as well or 
better with measures of incumbent support than with measures 
of regime support (Shingles, Table 5; Craig and Niemi, p. 
8). Many respondents seem to ignore the reference to "form" 
of government and interpret the question as an evaluation of 
incumbents. Remember, the question was asked during the 
Iran-Contra scandal. 

2. One would expect RBT to have a significant correlation with 
the Patriotism index. V5316 only has a weak correlation of 
.17 (Also see Craig and Niemi, p. 9) 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

RBT3 (V5317) 

PROBLEMS: 

"It may be necessary to make some major changes in 
our form of government in order to solve the 
problems facing our country." 

1. Same problems as v5316, but worse. Respondents appear to 
ignore the adjective, "form", and interpret the question as 
a reference to incumbents. 

2. In both NES and NRV data, respondents gave far more negative 
responses to V5317 than to other alleged measures of regime 
support which were highly skewed in a positive direction. 
V5317 marginals are more similar to those for the incumbent
based trust questions. 

3. V5317 has significant correlations with IBE questions 
(Shingles, Table 5; Craig and Niemi, p.8). 

4. V5317 has no association with the Patriotism index (0.0). 

RECOMMENDATION: Either modify it to provide a specific reference 
to "the constitutions" or "laws of this country", or drop it. 

III. INCUMBENT-BASED EFFICACY 

IBEl (V5219) 

PROBLEMS: 

"Most public officials are truly interested in 
what the people think." 

1. V5219 has a relatively low correlation with other variables 
designed to measure !BE (Niemi and Craig, p.18). 

2. It does not distinguish between IBE, IBT and RBE (Shingles, 
Table 5). Some respondents seem to interpret it as a refer
ence to the personal integrity of incumbents (V5219 corre
lates well with !BT and REAGAN TRAITS). Others may believe 
incumbents are only interested in what people think so they 
can be re-elected (i.e., a coercive element which taps RBE), 
but once they get elected they lose touch. 

RECOMMENDATION: drop it. 
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NESEFF3 (V5173) 

Problem: 

"I don't think public officials care much 
what people like me think." 

This variable has a very high correlation with the recom
mended set of IBE variables. However, it also has strong 
correlations with RBE variables. These results are found 
for both the RV and NES surveys. The reason appears to be a 
coercive connotation: officials do not have to care because 
they are not held accountable to the public (election do not 
work). Proof: V5173 has a higher association (.30) than the 
other alleged IBE indicators with V5277 (election make 
government pay attention). 

RECOMMENDATION: For the sake of continuity, you may wish to keep 
it as a general measure of External Political Efficacy, but do 
not do so at the expense of the fifteen recommended items. Keep 
it only if there is room. 

NESGRESP2 (V5278) "Over the years, how much attention do you 
feel the government pays to what the people 
think when it decides what to do - a great 
deal, some, or not much?" 

PROBLEM: 
1. Ambiguous: The meaning of "government" is unclear. Paying 

attention is a human attribute, but respondents may at
tribute attentiveness to institutional checks like elec
tions. 

2. Empirically, V5278 does not distinguish between RBE and IBE 
factors. It loads equally well on both (Shingles, Table 5). 

RECOMMENDATION: This is a very vague question. The only reason 
to keep it is continuity. If push comes to shove, drop it to 
make room for new questions. 

IV. INCUMBENT-BASED TRUST 

IBTl (V5216) 

MINOR PROBLEM: 

"Most of the people running our government are 
well-qualified to handle the problems that we are 
facing in this country." 

In both the NRV and NES surveys, this variable does a good 
job distinguishing IBE from the other four dimensions 
(Shingles, Table 5). It loads highly on the IBE factor and 
not at all or low on the other factors. It was dropped 
because of a small positive association with RBT (Shingles, 
Table 5). Note that it is the only IBE question which 
refers explicitly to incumbent ability. The others refer to 
motivation. 

RECOMMENDATION: If there is room, keep it as the only measure of 
perceived incumbent ability. 
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IBT2 (V5217) 

PROBLEM: 

"Quite a few of the people running our government 
are not as honest as the voters have a right to 
expect." 

This question was intended to measure integrity (trust). It 
distinguishes between IBT and IBE in the NRV survey, but not 
in the NES survey. In the HES data, it correlates with the 
final IBE factor better than the IBT factor (Shingles, Table 
5). It also correlates relatively poorly with other IBT 
measures (Craig and Niemi, p. 19). However, it does isolate 
the broader concept of incumbent-based support. 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

IBT5 (V5321) 

PROBLEMS: 

"It often seems like our government is run by a 
few big interests looking out for themselves, 
rather than being run for the benefit of all the 
people." 

1. Ambiguous: the question appears to address an incumbent 
trait (selfishness), but also the distribution of power in 
the United States (regime). 

2. Ambiguous: the question mixes notions of personal integrity 
with those of responsiveness, thereby taping both IBE and 
IBT 

3. V5321 has significant correlations with the final measures 
of IBE, and RBE, but a relatively low correlation with other 
measures of IBT (Craig and Niemi, p.19). 

4. It is very similar to the existing NES question (v5276). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

IBT6 (V5322) 

PROBLEM: 

"Most government officials try to serve the public 
interests even if it goes against their personal 
interests." 

1. Ambiguous: the reason officials try to serve is not explic
it. Some may attribute it to personal integrity (IBT); 
other may say it is because service is a requirement of 
reelection (RBE). 

2. In neither the NRV or NES surveys can V5322 discriminate 
between factors. It has significant correlations with IBT, 
RBE and IBE. 
(Shingles Table 5). 

3. It correlates relatively poorly with other measures of IBT 
and criterion variables for incumbent support (Craig and 
Niemi, pp .19, 21). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 
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IBTS (V5324) 

PROBLEM: 

"Unless we keep a close watch on them, many of our 
elected leaders will look out for special inter
ests rather than for all the people." 

This variable was intended to capture Gamson's notion of 
trust as the absence of a need to act. It clearly distin
guishes between incumbent support and regime support. In 
the NRV, it also distinguishes between IBE and IBT. How
ever, in the NES data, it does not distinguish between IBE 
and IBT. In fact, it has a much higher association with 
IBE. 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

IBT9 (V5325) 

PROBLEM: 

"Those we elect to public office usually try to 
keep the promises they have made during the elec-
tion." 

1. Ambiguous: The reason officials keep their promises is not 
made explicit. It may be a matter of personal integrity 
(IBT) or it may be solely to get reelected (RBE). 

2. V5325 has significant correlations with designed indicators 
of IBT, IBE and RBE (Shingles, Table 5). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

NESTRUSTl (V5273) 

PROBLEMS: 

"Do you think that people in the government 
waste a lot of the money we pay in taxes, 
waste some of it, or don't waste very much of 
it?" 

1. This has a clear incumbent reference, but there is also a 
partisan or ideological connotation: an allusion to 
Democrats as the party of big spenders. 

2. V5273 is sufficiently different from the other NES trust and 
new IBT questions as to form its own factor in the NES data 
(Craig and Niemi, p.19). 

RECOMMENDATION: Keep it only to maintain continuity with previous 
surveys, but not at the expense of the fifteen recommended ques
tions. 

NESTRUST2 (V5274) 

PROBLEM: 

"How much of the time do you think you can 
trust the government in Washington to do what 
is right - just about always, most of the 
time or only some of the time?" 

1. Ambiguous: Is not clear what "government" means. It could 
describe Washington bureaucrats, Congressmen or the current 
administration. Or the reference could be to federal in
stitutions. The new question, V5320 ("You can trust the 
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people who run our government to do what is right") has an 
explicit reference to incumbents. 

2. Empirically, V5320 is far superior to V5274 in discriminat
ing between IBT and RBE factors (Shingles, Table 2 and Table 
5). V5230 also distinguishes between IBE and IBT; V5274 
does not. Finally, V5320 has a much higher correlation with 
REAGAN TRAITS than V5274 (.30 vs .. 19). 

RECOMMENDATION: Replace V5274 with V5320, one of the fifteen 
recommended items. 

NESTRUST3 (V5775) 

PROBLEMS: 

"Would you say the government is pretty much 
run by a few big interests looking out for 
themselves or that it is run for the benefit 
of all people?" 

1. Ambiguous: the question addresses an incumbent trait (sel
fishness), but also the distribution of power in the United 
States (a regime attribute). 

2. Ambiguous: the question mixes notions of personal integrity 
with those of responsiveness, thereby taping both IBE and 
IBT. 

3. Empirically, V5775 does not discriminate. It has large, 
significant correlations with the final measures of three 
factors: IBE, IBT, and RBE (Shingles, Table 5). 

RECOMMENDATION: Keep it for continuity with earlier surveys if 
there is room, but do not do so at the expense of the fifteen 
recommended items. 

NESTRUST4 (V5276) 

PROBLEM: 

"Do you think that quite a few of the people 
running the government are crooked, but not 
very many are, or do you think hardly any of 
them are crooked?" 

1. Like V5217 (trust), V5216 (crooked) appears to be an 
explicit reference to the personal integrity of incum
bents ( IBT) . 

2. Yet, empirically, (like V5217) it does not discriminate 
between IBE and IBT factors. It loads equally well on 
both. Unlike V5217, it also has a smaller positive 
correlation with the RBE factor. Apparently, many 
respondents think corruption is a function of both weak 
institutions and an absence of personal ethics. V5276 
is not a good measure of IBT, nor the broader concept, 
incumbent-based support. 

RECOMMENDATION: Keep it only to maintain continuity, but not at 
the expense of the fifteen recommended items. 
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IV. INTERNAL POLITICAL EFFICACY 

IPE3 (V5269) 

PROBLEM: 

"Other people seem to have an easier time under
standing complicated political issues than I do." 

1. In NRV and NES data, this is the weakest of the six ques
tions designed to measure IPE. It has relatively weak 
associations with (a) the other IPE questions (Craig and 
Niemi, p. 10) and (b) the criterion variable, "Perceived 
Knowledge" (.21 compared to .42 for the final IPE factor). 

2. In a subsample of better informed respondents, V5269 and 
V5271 (below) form a separate factor. The two variables 
appear to measure social confidence or self-esteem. 

3. In both the NRV and NES data, these same variables have 
significant correlations with measures of incumbent support. 
It appears that individuals with little social confidence 
are more deferential to, and supportive of, incumbents. 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

IPE5 (V5271) "I often don't feel sure of myself when talking 
with other people about politics and government." 

PROBLEM: 
This variable loads higher on the IPE factor than V5269 or 
V5170. It also has a higher correlation with Perceived 
Knowledge (.29). Yet, it does not do as well on these cri
teria as the four accepted IPE measures. Also it tends to 
correlate with IBE (Shingles, Table 5). 

RECOMMENDATION: Drop it. 

NESEFF2 (V5170) 

Problem: 

"Sometimes politics and government seem so 
complicated that a person like me can't 
really understand what's going on. 11 

1. Ambiguous: This is really two questions in one. the first 
part is either a reference to (1) complex institutions (RBE) 
or (2) evasive politicians (IBE). The second part suggests 
personal skills (IPE) 

2. The data refle~ts this ambiguity. (a) In both the RV and 
NES data, V5170 has the highest correlation (of the desig
nated IPE variables) with the IBE factor (Shingles, 1986b, 
Table 2; Shingles, 1987: Table, 5). (b) In both studies, 
V5170 has the next to lowest correlation with the IPE factor 
(Craig and Niemi, p.10); the lowest is V5269. (c) It has a 
much lower correlation with the criterion, Perceived Know
ledge, than any of the designated PE questions (Its cor
relation is .18, whereas the correlations for the variables 
in the final IPE factor are: ;31, .42, .24 and .36). 

RECOMMENDATION: 
IPE. Drop V5170. 

The new questions are far better measures of 
Start fresh with a new and better time series. 
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